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ALBUQUEUQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY EVENING. AUUUST 10. 1900.

VOLUME 20

fiDCAT SPEECH IS DELIVERED BY
SPEAKER CANNON

THREATENED

nLnl

TFRDnRIQN!
LIUIUIIIUIII

I

manufacturing centers of the east.!
The increase In wages earned In New
Kngland in the five year was little
more than 10 per cent, and the total!
Swanes paid, 19.4 per cent; in the!
middle Atlantic states the increases'
were: wage earners 16 per cent, total
wages, 25.8 per cent: not hern states,
wage earners 22 per cent, tt:al wages,
49.4 per rem; central states, wage
earners, 15.7 per cent, wages, S2 per
'cent; western states, wage earners,,
29 per cent, wages, 59 per cent.
More than this, the wonderful de-- !
vclopment of manufacturing industry
Ir. the south and
went has already
He
moved the industrial center of ihe
country nearer to its geographical
center, and it Is safe to say that to- -i
day fuiiy one-ha- lf
of the capital, wage
earners' wages paid, and output from
our manufactures is in the central,
niMuneru ana western
amies.
ins
industrial census of 1905 shows this
and demonstrates that under the ecorepublican party,
UNDER REPUBLICAN ADMINISTRATION AND ITS POLICIES nomic policy of the prosperous
with its steady and
development, our manufacturing has steadily advanced Into the. great agriculDanville", Ills., Aug. 16. The con in 1894 and 1893. and that work did tural sections,' placing the factory beside the farm, to make the exchange
vention cf the eighteenth Illinois con not return to them until 1897.
gressional district renominated Jos.
According 0 the census of 1890, between the two great bodies of proC. Cannon for the eighteenth consecuthere were S,625.O0O,759 capital In- ducers the more direct and equitable
tive time, being the seventeenth nomi vested in manufacturing industries and make them more dependent upon
nation by acclamation. He had not In- in the United States, whereas, accord- each other.
Farmers Have Participated.
tended to launch his boom for presi- ing to official figures, there were in
Not alone in manufacturing
has
dent at this convention, but the pres- J905 $13,122,607,090 so invested. The
sure of his supporters was so great as average number of wage earners In there been this doubling up process
in
away
prosperity
republican
in
tne
sweep
adminhis wisues
under
1890, as given by ithe census, was
to
istration. The farmers have doubled
matter. Cannon's supporters in his
(and Mr. Gompers said
money
crops
urge
convention
they have
and the
district will
the state
were without work In 1894 their
to make a similar endorsement.
and 1895). In 1905 the number was received In exchange. The farm
of
given
was
value
those three ureat staple
Sneaker Jos. C. Cannon
5,492,178, not including those in the
crops of the west, cora, wheat and
a splendid welcome here today upon hand trades.
In
1896,
appearance
oats,
amounted to $934,000,-oobefore
the occasion of tits
The total wages paid In 1890
and last year it asregateed
the eighteenth republican congress- amounted to $1,891,209,696, and in
or more thn double the
ional district convention. Mr. Cannon 1905 to $2,661,409,858.
value in the lust year f democratic
spoke as follows:
The value of the output of OUT ailniint
tiixn
f foitYi
Th. i,b
of
Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen
'
manufactures in 1890 was $3.3.2.3,
,
,he 8amo
the convention: I thank you for this hU and in 190.,, $14 8,3 818.42a. not animals a,80 doublod
perlodi increasing from $1,728.0,0
expression of confidence and I con- including hat from the hand
trades.., 18,J(i to ,3i675,ooO,000 In 1906.
gratulate you on the prosperous con
Taking
testimony of President
Tn,8 pro8perlty of the farmer was
of the country under -- republlc- - Cleveland the
dition
t.on.pers as to U()t conflned to the
and Samuel
.
,1
nn..l.lln..i . ,,,.,,.,.,,,
corn an(1 wneat
,, , , ,
an uuiHiiiiHiiHiiuii.
iiiu
oa
ivui i
1
or ,tlu coun,rlke the raln
party has followed the teachings
isMt; V, will he
1
' ol
the parable of the wise servant who
'he whlch fa,,s on the usl and "nJll8t
lle8Ce,lut,t
friends
returned to his master the talent In- - c" t r Tbo h
L nd,alike' ilsollth,,ptn . , ,1 V,J
8ti11 ,t'f,,se t0 be"
ln the
- who
trusted to his care multiplied ten- wal h,w
f 100
ve that prosperity can exist under
fold. Clothed with responsibility for
r lrnl In ,he ?e
tal8'
republican policies. The value of the
the administration of the government
Wages
and
Living.
cotton crop went from $319,000,000 in
of 80,000,000 people, we have sought
There has been much discussion 1896, to more than $6U0,O00,W0 in
to make a return that will benefit
those who entrusted the talent to our and no little confusion over' the ef- 1904, the last year for which we have
The miners doubled their
care. We have succeeded in making fori to compare the relative increase statistics.
two blades of grass grow luxuriantly in wages and cost of living in the last output of coal and iron, and in every
administration few years. The Labor Buraeu of the line of Industrial development the last
republican
under
where one grew feebly before under United States in its last bulletin on1 ten years have been In harmony with
Foreign Trade Growth.
this question made a careful analysis
the democratic administration.
for the fourteen years from 18'JO to blades of grass grow where one grew
Business Has Doubled.
1904.
In that comparison and analy- - before.
Since the election of William Mc
Kinley as president the buslneaa of earn
,
,
tho Bamo uoul),e truck
of al,
the country has doubled and tht ma creased ;3.4 per cent from had
1904 to ports Increasing from ".. ooo.onn in
terlal interests of all the people have 1904, and that the retail prices of 1896 to $1,227,000,000 in 1906, and our
become better than ever before in food products
increased in the exports from $S83.ooo,imio ln 18906 to
our history; aye, better than the con- same time only had
12 per cent.
This, I I l,744,noo,ooo in 1906. The total
dition of any people anywhere on
is the only careful and sclen- - utile of our foreign trade in 1896
earth in any time since history began. tific investigation
that has been made amounted to $1,662 ooo.ono. and In
This is under the policies of the re- of the subject.
1906 to $2.970,ooo,ion. Add to that our
publican party as enacted into law
The republican patty has always trade with Porto Rico, Hawaii nnd the
by congress and executed by the
the maxim, "i'lant the fac- - Philippines, which amounted to $73,- president. Attribute this condition to followed
tory by the farm." tha. there may be' 000,000. and we have in the last year
what cause you may, speculate about tnp cj(JHt,8t
possible exchange be- - a grand total of $3,045. 000.000 as the
,1 as juu win, (juil ll euii uuenue 111
pro- - amount of business done between the
men or measures, the fact remains tween the two great bodies of
diicers. One of the old complaints people of the United States and the
that it exists and that there never here in the
greater than
west was that the man- - test of the world. This
has been recorded anywhere such in- ufaeturing was
principally In the the foreign crtumerce of any other
dustrial development and such a wave east; luu the continuation
of a set- - nation. Great Britain alone exceptnl,
of prosperity as has swept over the
tied policy of protection has gradu- - and that becauso that naMou Imports
United States In the last decade.
airy extended the industrial develop- - hi r food products, her imports being
Under the Dingley Tariff.
ment to tiie west and the siuth, almost double her exports, while our
Under the administration
of the bringing agriculture and manufacture exports exceed our imports by half
Dnigley tariff law there has been a closer together.
The new statistics a billion dollars,
greater development in all forms of of manufactures
Result of Protection,
compiled by the
industry than had ever been reached United States Census office last year
Under the policy of protection the
under any other revenue law since shows more clearly than any pre- - United States produces
d
of
the government was organized. ThV vioug census the general benefit of the manufactured
and agricultural
schedules of that law are not sacred, the protective policy. The prosper- - products of the civilized world. Our
but the principle there embodied Is ity that has come to the country tin- - labor receives double the compensa-fundamentaSince the enactment of der the Dingley law has not been tion that labor receives in Great Brit-th- e
first revnue law under Washing- - spasmodic nor sectional, except that nin, an,- - three times the compensation
ton down to the present time the it has produced greater extension of pa,j to labor on the continent
of
periods of prosperity have been under manufacturing into the central, west-- j Europe. Ninety-thre- e
per cent of this
protection, and the periods of adver-;er- n
new
and southern states. This
product is consume,! hv our own peo-sit- y
have been under the policy of census shows first that there has pio, and the comparatively small sur-fre- e
trade or tariff for revenue only, been a larger per cent of increase in plus that goes abroad makes us the
Every Class Prosperous
the capital put into manufacturing Kreatest exporting nation on the
This remarkable prosperity under Plants ln the last five years than; earth.
in the rapid development of the
the Dingley law has not been for one there nas ueon ' ,he product of
class, but for all the people. It has lne8e Industries. The actual increase country, we not only live better than
m
capital wa8 $3,700,0o0,0O0,
or 41 any other people, but from the savings
touched the artisan, the farmer, the
production we have become the
manufacturer, and the common labor Der ceut greater than the capital
of the country. All have felt its ben- - v?sted in 1900. The actual increase wealthiest nation on earth,
While the unprecedented prosperity
eficlent Influence, and I measure my 'n ou,Put ws $3,364,000,000, or about
f 19oo. Capital has come In less than a decade or
I,er cent over
words when say that the production
grown
confident of its Investment publican
administration.
and the
all kinds of business enterprises ha
has doubled since that memorable fn(l l'as turned back into the plant a- mngley tariff law has demonstrated
year of 1896, when the country in its 'arger snare of its earnings 10 in that it is a revenue producer both for
distress turned to William McKinley, "ease the demand for labor and ul- - the people and the government. we
occasionally hear the old wall that
the champion of protection, as the ad- - i"aieiy increase tne output.
Wages and Wage Earners.
ithe tariff is th mother of trnta nnd
vance agent of prosperity. The capThis census also shows that In the the shelter of monopoly.
The tariff
ital employed in our industries has
doubled; the total wages paid for five years from 1900 to 1905 the In- - revisionists are, however, answering
in the number of wage earners their own complaints.
I find in Unlabor has more than doubled in these crease
the;xew york Times, one of the ablest
ten yerfrs; the farmers have lifted employed n was 16 per cent over
l'too, and the total wages an,j niost uncompromising organs of
their mortgages and are enjoying the numbe
pal-- "
.t greater; in other tariff revision, an editorial, showinu
embarrassment of a surplus . ' the l"jr,U 30 per
.the increase In the total wages that the giant steel trust Is no longer
savings banks; and laborers
aonos, x,e uie fmo 01 looked upon by the tree traders us a
cease, to hunt for Jobs and have
ncrease in employment. To my monopoly and that it has steadily de-come the hunted by tho Jobs; in spite Ith
large immigration from ether lands nind there could be no more complete dined in its proportion of the steel
l
roiupiuuu mat ages production since Its organlzaii.m. I tie
there is more work than the workers
Times
Capi- have not advanced since 19oo.
In this eoun.ry touay can do.
But the most significant figures iu
"Steeel Trade."
tal is cheaper than ever before, and this
new census . are , those
show
which
money can be had at less interest
,
7
widest
be
interest In the Steel
T
' "
attaches to what
than anywhere else in the world. The
ment.
"
discus'sed-t!,r,al
t''l'lo
s
a,n'8', cfa',,a''
h,t
is, the con- sun of prosperity is shining on every
part of our immense stretch of terri
ditlons in the trade nUected by the
ani1
h"
""h
ro,n,,ral
firs, hand tacts i.,.w available. It Is
w,es,er"
tory from the Atlantic to the Pa"
,rUB that the Steel corporation is not
clfle and from the Great Lakes to the
.
.
i,..,
'"-'Gulf and the Rio Grande. We are at
trade. Bl as it is. it Is
!
peace with all the world, and our in- interest . . nor
(billion anil 1 half dollars of new rap- - iuneither the , maj ..ity ,llB,
...
.
t
lf ,
nt
fllllinn , ,
in,
plants
1,al
in
these
,
.
n'hrial
P"
,
tween two great . powers in the
Ti.Utis
,ra(e
rton
th.
'
of it:.
..
Orient, or among the' small republics five years more than one-ha""V, K',
western and;,
on the American continent, is felt was In the central,
1,8
?wn r,T.or,l" !' J..",duC;
southern states. New England In- throughout the world.
"
capital only .... .
, ,
creased her industrial
u
8
Comparison of Times.
"
$264.oiHi.iM.i.:
the middle
Atlantic tion within a narrow
range andT with
Tiie record of the servant is Ills states $1.3S4.ooi.o,i,t;
the southern out decided trend, standing now
at 44
best anil only certificate for continued
$ri7.".ooo,(niii;
the central
employment, and the republican party, states! $l.lll'. i,H,: and the far 'UT c"m u' the t"",'"'rry,',8 U,,1,lI1, Its
of open
as a servant of the people, stands to western
states. $271.ooo.
The
I'J aniniL a
lias lat-day, in this campaign, siiuareely on percentages of increase were
fi' in. 111 11 JUT I ' ill. lis il'iiiuu- its record.
'Kngland. 24 per cent; middle-- Atlantic
We have :in census fiaures as "o states. 27." per rent; suu'hern, 72 per atite is greatest in the wire nail probusiness conditions in Ism;, but we cent: central. 42 per cent, ami west- - duct, which, althoiiuh declining, re- per cent. In short, the
nae uiem lor iv.i, :oe and i9"o, ern 73 per Cent. While the increase niui.is at
and to supplement these we have the: in ,IlP ,,, manufacturim: centers of :,r"" hf i,,,y .",",''n.8, H. """T'''.
l( IH jiilju'n.ii""
Mini lue im.n
official message of President Cleve-.th- e
cast was norma!, and healthy, tho aim
land, complaining that
unparalleled increase in the central, western and should prosper and the trades lanbusiness distie-- s and lack of cm-- ! southern sta'es was in the nature of guish."
Legislation Is Compromise.
tliience marked the greater part of a gnat Uiutu iu industrial devel.11-lii- s
All legislation, and especially revadministration. We also have the ment.
enue legislation, is the result of coinofficial statement of Samuel Gomp-- ,
Greatest Waae Increase Wtit
It must iiifWtuhly be so in
ers. president of the American Feder- The comparative increases in labor proinlsi.
ation of ljbnr, that more than 3,0'io, - and wages were also much greater In'
Him workii'.tiien
were without work the west and south than iu the old
(Continued on Page Five.)

ADDRESSES
ninnii ninTninT iiminii inn
No Official's Life Seems Safe
munal
whim m
By Day
Night From
OWN GONGRE-

FULLY BEGINS

mim

Or
Hand of

Nominated Him by Acclamation for Sev
enteen Successive Times-Shows
By Figures Marvelous Growth
of the Country

ASSASSIN WHO IS

UNSEEN

ABIE GENERALLY TO MAKE
Successful Escape. Poland Takes
Lead In Work of Massacring
Police and Other Officials.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 16. Tho war
of terrorism, which the fighting organization of the Boclal revolutionists
declared immediately afier parliament
was dissolved, now has been begun in
earnest. From all parts of the em
pire the telegraph brings the same
story of attacks on policemen, ac
companied In most cases by plunder.
The Polish revolutionists are espe.
ciallv active. There Is a veritable
reign of terror from the Vistula to
Almost fifty
the Gorman frontier.
cases of assassination were reported
early last night. The Novoe Vremya
heads its list of murder and other
crimes today, "St. Bartholomew's Eve
in Poland."

'

i

I

o,

11

U

ANARCHISTS CAPTURE STA
TION AND SECURE $8,000
London, Aug. 16. A dispatch to a
news agency from Odessa says that
early today fifteen anarchists took
possession of the railway freight sta
tion there, killed the police Inspector
and three policemen who resisted
them and carried off $8,000.

.1

S lJ
i

i"i,,
j

LEADS LIST
OF POLITICAL MURDERS
Warsaw, Aug. 16. It Is now stated

POLAND

that during yesterday's massacre,
thirteen policenitn, four police ser

geants, seven gendarmes and four
soldiers were killed and that eight policemen, two gendarmes, two sergeants
and six soldiers were wounded. The
soldiers in replying with volleys and
chargjng the crowds killed thirteen
men and two women and severely
wounded seventy persons and slightly
wounded ninety-five- .
During tne night
shots were neard throughout the city
but the casualties have nod been aseer
tained.
FIVE

KILi-i- D

BUT THE
ASSASSIN

ESCAPED
Block, Russian - oland, Aug. 16.
Last night five policemen were killed
and two wounded, itie assassins escaped.
KING EDWARD GOES TO
THE GERMAN
.. King
Cronberg, Aug.

BATHS

Edward
left Friedrichshof this morning. Emperor William accompanied him to
Cronberg. the next road station. The
liave taking of the sovereigns was
particularly cordial. The king proceeded to Marlen bad, accompanied by Sir
Frank Lacelles, British ambassador to
Germany, and the emperor returned
to Friedrichshof.

-
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one-thir-

REPUBLICAN CENTRAL
COMMITTEE CALLED
Albuquerque Wednesday. Sept. 5. In Commercial Club Rooms.

, To Meet In

(

l.

in---

t

y
f g
Special to The Evening Citizen.
4
Santa Fe.
M.. Aug. 16.
, Hon. H. o. Bursuni. chairman
of
the Republican Territorial Cen- 4 tral committee, today issued a
call for a meeting of the commit- tee, to be held In Albuquerque
Wednesday, September 5
' '
4 4 4 4 6 4
4

,.

4
4
4

4
TO BE HELD IN
COMMERCIAL CLUB ROOMS
The meeting cf the Republican Ter-

ritorial Central committee, pursuant
to the official call, issued this morning
by Chairman H. O. Bursum, at the
headquarters of the committee In Santa Fe, will be held in mis city in the
rooms of the Albuquerque Commercial
club, at M o'clock. Wednesday, September 5, for the purpo.se af selecting
the place and 'date for the holding of
the territorial republican convention
and for the transaction of such other
business as may come before the
meeting p' the central committee.
It is more than likely that Albuquerque will be selected as the iilace
for holding the convention, and t.ie
date probably some time during the
twenty-sixtannual fair.
UNION

PACIFIC NOT

SURE OF DIVIDEND
New York. Aug. 16. At the conclusion of the meeting of the executive committee of the I'nion Pacific
company today a statement was given
.out to the effect that no announcement would be made today regarding
anion on the question of a dividend.

SPECIAL EXERCISES ON

EHTAN ALLEN FARM
Burlington. Vt., Aug. 16. Bennington liattle Day Is celebrated all
tniough the slat- - today. Special exercises will be held this afternoon
in front of the monument of Ethan
Allen, on the old Khan Allen farm,
near this oity.
Kepresental ivt s of
many pa riot ic organizations
be
i!l

present

orators

and

several

distingirshed

wi.l deliver addresses.
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NEBRASKA
DEMOCRATS

GRAND

ARMY REFUSES ORGANIZED LABOR THEY

TO ENDORSE MONU-

MENT

SAY ATTACKED THOSE

WIRZ

FUSE WITH

Populists In Nominations For
State Offices Outside of
That For Governor.
Excessive Hot Weather Inter- Serious Work Was Done in
feres With Enjoyment of
the Conflict That
FUSION WAS COMPLETE
the Occasion.
.
Resulted.
,

JO

WHO TOOKPLACES

COMMANDER TANNER
TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION
IGNORES THE CANTEEN
TO MEET AT HOT SPRINGS
Minneapolis, Aug. 16. The business sessions of the Grand Army began today. About l.BO
delegates
were present.
The most Important
questions to be taken up were the
abolition of the canteen from old soldiers' homes and the proposed erection of a monument to Henry Wirs by
the women of the south. On the canteen question the delegates were apparently about evenly divided.
On the question of the monument
to Win there wag on all sides a bitter feeling of opposition. The report
of Commander-in-Chie- f
Tanner covered the work of the Grand Army last
year. No mention was made of the
canteen question, but as to Win the
recommendation was made that the
Grand Army enter a dignified and emphatic protest against the erection of
a monument.
The heat has caused much suffering. It Is estimated that prostrations
during the parade number over 100.
The great majority of these were
women who became exhausted
by
standing on the streets waiting for
the paiade to pass." Many have left
the city on account of the heat.

Pittsburg,

Aug. 16.

number of
miners were suddenly attacked at Butler Junction last night by
men whom tney had supplanted. One
was fatally stabbed and
twenty-fivotuers were more or less
seriously nurt. Another Is missing
and Is supposed to have been killed.
Sticks, stones and knives were used
by the unionists.
Eleven suscts
were arrested today.
A

non-unio- n

e

PRINTERS WILL HOLD NEXT
CONVENTION IN HOT SPRINGS
Colorado, Springs, Aug. 16. Hot
Springs, Ark., gets next years convention of tne International
Typographical union.
The vote on the place of meeting
was Hot oprings 117, Indianapolis 73.
There were no Important changes in
the laws governing the union in the
reiwrts of committees adopted.
BAR HARBvc, ME., HOLDS
BIG KENNEL SHOW IN TENT
Bar Harbor, Me., Aug. 16. The annual dog show under the auspices of
the American Kennel Club will 'he

opened

LAKE

this

here

afternoon,

and

GEORGE REGATTA
everything indicates that it will be
BEING HELD TODAY one of the largest, and best shows of
Hague, N. Y., Aug. 16. The nine- that
tthnnr la
a 119a oitun
ia
t . . 1 IIv. .1 ii. v, - . Th
t.ui mil,1, ,1 owai.
teenth annual regatta of the Lake held under large tents which have
George Regatta association will be been erected on Cottage street and
held here this afternoon, and promthe management is ln the hands of
L--

.

V.
11

I

1

I

ises to be unusually Interesting. The
feature of the regatta will be a ten-mirace for automobile boats. A
large number of very fast boats have
been entered for the contest.
The
prize is a magnificent silver cup, offered by Mr. Broessel, owner of 'the
Bunny. The principal prize
for tho rowing contests Is the $400
cup founded by Town Topics. The
cup has been won In four consecutive
years by four different competitors.
The race will be a handicap event.

AND SATISFACTORY TO

ALL

Texas Democrats Are Not Pleased
With Terrell Law of Primaries
and IThen Convention.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 16. At 5 o'clock:
this morning, after an
ses
sion, the democrats adjourned until 7
o clock for the purpose of folding
conference with the populists regard
ing some orftces upon which the two
conventions might fuse. This action,
came alter Oeorge W. Berge, the fa
vorite or the populists for governor,
had 4een aefeated by the democrats
and after Berge had declined the nomination tendered him by the populists.
The democratic portion of tue state
tlckeO follows:
Governor Ash ton C. Shallenbarger.
Alma; lieutenant governor, Wm. H.
Green, Creighton; secretary of th
state, Carl R. Goucher, Wahoo; treasurer, Ftank C. Babcock, Hastings; attorney general, L. I. Abbott, Omaha.
When the time came for the demo
crats to reassemule this morning
were far from settlement.
This morning's conference between.
democrats and poptinsts resulted in
the completion of the state fusion
ticket, the populists being permitted
to name the lollowing: Auditor, V. S.
Canday, Minden; land commissioner.
J. V. Wolfe, Lincoln; superintendent
Watson,
of public instruction, Prof.
Cherry ccunty; railway commission
ers, Geo. Horst, J. W uavls Dr. A. P.
Fitzslmmons. W. H. Thompson, of
Grand Island, who was the fusion
nominee for governor four years ago,
was endorsed, for the United States
senate, and democrats and populists
elected to the legislature this fall are
Instructed by the state convention to
vote for him.
all-nig-

s

experts
cuiiipeieui
iroiu uosiou.
Three hundred and nineteen classes
have been provided for and nearly
every recognized breed of dogs will
(be represented in the exhibit. The
,show promises to be a great society
event and has attracted many prom'
lnent visitors from New York, Bos
ton and other large cities. In addl
tion to the cash prizes, which will
be awarded to the winners in every WHAT DEMOCRATS ARE
'
class, more than one hundred special
DOING AT DALLAS
lc
prizes will be awarded.
Dallas. Texas, Aug. ltl. The
state convention was called to
order today for its third day's session.
denouncing the
KEEPER OF LIGHT HOUSE CHIHUAHUA ACCIDENT Many delegates arerequires
the priTerrel law which
mary election and then the convention. The vote for the gubernatorial
IN FUNNY EIX
nominee was begun last night, but beWAS LESS FATAL
cause of confusion ln the count
was taken at midnight. Today's
first
ballot
for governor
Christiana, Norway, Aug. 10. The
El Paso, Aug. 16. Information this was given as follow: Campbell, 195,
report of the official investigation of morning from
is that 853; Bell, 156, 489; Colquitt, .157,
Chihuahua
certain charges against the koeper of
Brooks. 137. 97. Thia is simply th,.rf
Ua-the lighthouse at the mouth of the twelve were killed and twenty injured, result of the recent primaries.
Christiana Fjord has brought to light many of whom will die, as a result of der the rules. Brooks, who repelved .
the farcical details of a curious mis- the explosion of a car load of dyna- the lowest vote, was dropped, and the
understanding. Some time ago King mite late yesterday auernoon. No fur- convention proceeded to the second
Kdward sent a donkey as present to ther details yet received.
ballot.
Those kilii'd were all, with the ex
his little grandson, the crown prince
At 1:30 p. m. the second ballot for
Olaf of Norway. The donkey was ception of one or two, Mexican labor governor had not been cbmpleted, but
sent by tho steamer Montebollo, and ers. The junction at which the explo It appeared that Campbell was rethe captain got instructions to look sion occurred is three kilometers from ceiving a majority
of the Brooks
well after the animal. On arrival out- Chihuahua depot and only the distance votes.
It was freely predicted that
side of the Christiana Fjord the cap- from the city prevented huudreds from Campbell would be nominated on the
tain signalled to the lighthouse "All being killed.
third ballot.
right," but received no signal in reply. He then gave orders to signal
"ass" on one mast and "all right" on BIG AND SPECTACULAR SOLDIERS WANT ALLTHE
the other, but still there was no rele

i

I

dem-ocrat-

I

r

,

11

ply.
As it is very Important

that signals
from vessels passing the lighthouse
MUSTER OF FIREMEN
should be reported properly, the captain complained to the authorities.
The investigation showed that at the
Providence, R. I., Aug. 16. The
moment the Montebello passed the
lighthouse the signalman on duty 'biggest and most spectacular muster
was busy at the telephone. After he iof the New England Firemen's league
had finished his conversation he saw is being held here today and the city
the second signal flying: "AssI All 'is crowded, with visitors from all parts
Bight!" He took it as a personal In- of the New England states. Besides
(Jjil not about four thousand firemen there are
sult from the captain, and
consider it necessary to report it to about fifty thousand other visitors ln
the proper authorities or to reply to the city. The muster began this morn
the signal. The matter has caused a ing with a big parade, in which about
great deal of amusement ln this city, 'sixty hand engines and as many com
panies toon part, many or ttie oldest
particularly iu marine circles.
fire companies were in the pprado,
which was one of the largest and
TO TEACH THE NEGRO
THE IMPORTANCE OF FARMING finest ever seen in this part of the
Memphis, Term., Atig. 16. i.'nder country. The boys were greeted with
the auspices of the Southern Negro enthusiastic applause all along the
extended from
Farmers' Educational bureau a large line of march, whichalong
Exchange
street
convention of negro farmers met here Promenade
Dorrance,
Place
to
thence past the
tills morning. The session was open- city hall,
where the procession was
Stanley P.
ed by Superintendent
reviewed, then along the south side
Mitchell, who will be one of the prinPlaza to Canal street, across
cipal speakers of the meetings. The of the Square
up Westminster street,
principal object of the bureau Is to Market
thence by Dexter street to uie
educate the negro on the importance and
training grounds, where the
of the farmer to the government, the Dexter
retention of his farm lands and the great tournament will be held this
After the tournament there
Importance of doing everything pos- afternoon. meeting
will be a
and distribution of
sible to prevent the negro farmers prizes.
Among
the companies taking
from being supplanted by white farmpart
in
parade
was the Nameaug
the
ers. Another point is to teach the company of
New Indon, Conn., the
negroes to be more pijovldent, raise
handf the necessaries of lifj and members of which appeared ln
more
some blue and white uniforms and
buv less on credit.
had brought their $2, 500 reel along
with them. This company consists of
NEW YORK REGIMENT
HOLDS ANNUAL REUNION prominent New London business men
veteran BreGeneva, N. V'., Aug. 16. The an- who are Interested Incompany
came
men's
societies.
The
148th
New
York
of
tho
nual reunion
150 strong.
It
morning,
here
this
being
today.
is
here
held
Volunteers
The attendance is quite large arid was accompanied by a band and at-It
many of the veterans xro accom- tracted considerable attention.
panied by their families. The meet- will not take part In the tout iiament.
ing this morning was held at the
armory, where luncheon will be serv- BENNINGTON BATTLE
DAY CELEBRATED
ed afier the meeting.
Boston. Mass., Aug. l'i. Hennlng-to- n
Battle Day is celebrated throughTHE BARNES FAMILY
IN CONNECTICUT out the state today by patriotic demSavin Hock, Conn., Aug. ltl, The onstrations, meetings. picnles etc.
will be
Barries Family association opened Its This afternoon a meeting
held In Kthan Allen Bark, which will
annual reunion at the theater .build.1
1).
by
Congressman
ing In this town this forenoon. T. C. be aiblressi
and others.
Haines of I'leasant Valley, the president of the association, presided, and
Cn.lt.
r- -" .
William A lurries of Bridgeport actAug. 16. Spelter, firm.
is
The attendance
St.
ed as secretary
$i.yi"(( a.;i:'
unusually luriie.
I

,

Washington, D. C, Aug. 16. The
war department has received many
complaints from enlisted men of the
army who have passed the preliminary examinations with a view of
taking the final examination ln Deas second
cember for appointments
lieutenants. Some time ago the general staff made it possible for the
secretary of war to admit at any time,
when vacancies existed, a proportion
of civilian candidates with candidates
from the ranks. This year there are
enough soldier candidates, In all
probability, to fill the twenty-eigt- tt
vacancies In the grade of second lieutenant. Eighteen of these, including
those ln the artillery, are reserved for
the enlisted men of the army, while
the remaining ten may be filled by
order of the secretary of war from
among civilian candidates. There has
always been more or less question regarding the interpretation of the law
providing tor fillings vacancies in tho
grado after the appointment of the
West Pointers. Secretary Root differed from Secretary Taft in his construction of the statutes, and believed that all the vacancies unfilled
by graduates from West I'olnt should
be held open to competitors from the
ranks, after whom civilians should be
admitted. The admission of civilians
to the competition Is regarded by
most army people aa unfortunate at
this time, wbeu there are so many
candidates from the ranks. The protests which have reached the war
department may result ln changing
the situation to one more favorable
to the enlisted men.
FLORIDA MARKSMEN HOLD
RIHwE COMPETITION TODAY
St. Augustine, Flu., Aug. IB. The

marksmen of the state militia of
Florida, began their annual rifle competition on the rifle range near this
city this morning. The range has
been greatly improved since last year
and Is In excellent condition. Both
men and officers will take part In the
various contests.
The riflemen are
camping right on the grounds of the
range and will bo given every opportunity to practice for the various
tournaments.
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Question Is Interestingly Pre
sented by Description of Men
Prominent in Connection

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Hi

would support Fairbanks for the nom- -

inntlon, of course, with alacrity, as,
against an outsider, indianlans say,
moreover, that Fairbanks would rer- tainlv carry the state against Bryan
or Hearst. During the recent session
of congress Vice President Fairbanks
ine
was Indefatigable in pursuing
gentle art of making friends. He Is
calculating
and
cold,
reputed to be
repcllant, but this characterization Is
an Invention of the enemy. Mr. Fair-hunis the personification of cour
tesy and dignified geniality. His din
ners dur n tne past winter were
more numerous than those of the
president, and some of them were
costly. The number of his guests was
great, and the social variety In evi
dence was sometimes picturesque. It
was generally understood that these
dinners were Intended to convince the
diners of the presidential attributes
a
Mrs. Fairbanks,
of their host.
handsome and most hospitable ma
tron, Is an enthusiastic partner in ner
husband's political ambitions, anu
she has assisted him in many ways.
Mr. Fairbanks is now rusticating on
his farm in Illinois. He Is an enthusiastic farmer, as all presidential candidates ought to be. The stories of
his phenomenal absorption of butter
milk have furnished a ttieme ior pert
nnraernnhers all over the country.
The fact is that Mr. Fairbanks has so
few points for criticism, either in private or public life, that it Is difficult
for his enemies, if he nas any, iu
pierce his armor.
u.
Tne Nesior oi i ncm
Iluring the past few weeks "Uncle
Joe" Cannon has been widely
as a presidential possibility.
oi me
ipnh r.. Cannon, speakerIs seventy
house of representatives.
years of age. If elected, he would be
seventy-si- n
at the end of his first
term. This is pretty old for the or-as
dinary man, but "Uncle Joe" is
extraordinary In this particular as ...n
others. Thirty years of service
V,n
hnnua fiPPTYl TO have given him
perpetual youth. His eye la Keen-- faro
tco keen in counting a quaruni
suit the democrats and his step-- oeIs
uncie
sprig'utly, ven jaunty.
does not nurse himself, eiuier.
inee- smones
works like a Trojan,
ntlv. stavs ud late o' nignis mm
the businest man
altogether, perhaps,
vu...
uncie
in congress,
Quaker stock, but one would not
think so when he is in action. His
vocabulary is picturesque and smacks
of the soil. He is as purely American
me im u.
as any man who ever leu
to go up to the halls of congress. He
is no a sham hlmseir, anu ne uik--
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INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS,
IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, 'phone
call or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE- WANTED.
A ..
n
must. be CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
v'Tin, a- Loans are quickly made and
0"
innri milkers. Matthews' Jersey strictly
private. Tlipe:
One month
Dairy,
rinnAm remain tn
oon
In no
n,?us,e
'.VAN'i ED A girl for
session. Our rates are reason- vmir
I lei II n
work; two in family Annvio
it
able. Call and see us before borrow- cf Commerce
TjniTairtinT r T AiV net
WANTED A girl for general house
w-- j
work; two in family. Apply -to J.
steamship tickets to and from all
Johnson, mmk oi i mm
rart8 of the world
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED A good woman cook, to
315 West Railroad Ave.
cook only one meal a day. Good
cook.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
wages. Must be first-claOpen Evsnlngs.
German or Swede preferred.
middle-agesteady
WANTED A
woman to do cooking ana
PHOFESSIONAL CARDS
housework. Apply or addres Matthews' Jerseyl)alry Alhuquerquq.
LAWYERS.
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
clothing No. 615 South First street
Ira M. Bond.
south of viaduct. Sena address end ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 P street
wrlll call. R. - Sweeney, proprietor.
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Competent man to take lands, patents,
WANTEo
copyrights, caveats,
charge of saw mill and roller flour letter patents, trade marks, claims.
mill. Salary or interest. Address,
R. W. D. Bryan.
V a Miera. Cuba. N. M.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
FOR RENT.
Bank building.
FOil REM uR SALE The new
houpe at 814 South Arno St.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
Pnvmpnt $12 per month. Address
office
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Highlands, Citizen
NT
FOR-REThree furnished rooms
DENTISTS.
for light housekeeping. 418 North
DR.
street.
J. E. KRAFT,
Second
house; bath
Dental Surgeon.
FOR RENT A
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
electric light and other modern conveniences. 624 West Tijeras ave the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
nue.
o malL
to
modern;
Houses;
FOR RciNT
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
rooms; also store room. W. H.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
reai estate broker, 211 West
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:0 p. m.; 1:30
Gold avenue.
location p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. ApFOR RENT Saloon in goodeverything
pointments made by mall.
and
in city; fixtures
DR.'B. M. WILLIAMS,
ready for business. Apply to Consolidated Liquor Co
Dentist.
FOR SALE.
Office on Railroad avenue, over Man- "Phone, Auto 203.
dell's.
FORSALE Furniture of a
house, over Farr's market, South
PHYSICIANS.

New Mexico

m

surplus. $too,eoo

ALLOWED

SAVINGS .DEPOSITS

ON

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

Solicit

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier- J
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-- '
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

b,i

$8
GUAR-

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
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WORK

who
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MONEY to LOAN

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

ALL

h

190C,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Wan Ads, Furnish you
uddrcsses
witln
are
who
people
of
"Neccessary
to Yotiv Prosperity"

ojo

For this reason ycu should
use every precaution to ward off
disease, by using preparations
of known value to disinfect your
home and premises. We carry
disa full line of antiseptics,
deodorizers,
infectants,
and
which are very valuable for
keeping sickness out of your
i.ome, especially during the hot
weather.
we
Come In and see whs
have. Buy if you want to.

Full Set of Teeth
$6
Gold Crowns
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
50c
Painless Extracting

wbe

rhouid be working for you?
wouid. gliilly lend you money?
. nlJ
like to bny your hors?
would buv sn Interest In your buslnesn?
would buy that lot of ground?
would buy your old bicycle?

16.

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

ior man., republicans who
have clung to the hope that ho would
yet be eiected president. The fates
WITH NOMINATION TO THE
appear to have hern against "Fighting
He has won fortune,
Joe" ForaKer.
!. "J" "a"...
- iu. nnlv real fame and Influence, but he has nevtr
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDACY ine uiiueu
laiiio
yet. been within sight of tut? portico of
on earth, its people the best,
- the White House. If any one of a
its government the wisest, anu us m- thousand "Ifs" had happened, this
ture the brlglues. When "Lncie joe
and audacious Ohloan would
Peculiarities and I'ersonal Attrac is aroused and takes the noor, wuicn brilliant
have reacntd the summit. He ma- be
is a rare event nowadays, he becomes placed there yet; but the c.iances are
Uveness of Those Prominent
the genius of our institutions, and as one In a thousand according to the
with his wayward white iocks, u.s present aspect of the stars.
In Approaching Campaign.
eagle eye, his fighting unman uooc-anThe People Back of Him.
his firm jaw covered with an unIn those great crowds which thrill
a living pic
is
he
beard,
of
derbrush
Republican Presidential Timber,
limit r the thunders of "eloquence" and
spun
New York ture of Uncle Sam, or tne
Theodore Roosevelt
Illinois, form their opinions of government by
nnpiB
from
Joe
7k
conies
Ohio
William Howard Taft
presidential the teachings of Chautauqua lectur
Indiana a fairly good habitat of
Charles W. Fairbanks
La
"i ers, the name of H:bert Marlon adworses
tne
knows
He
material.
Illinois
SeconBtreetj
Joseph G. Cannon
His
well as Follette Is fondly cherished.
course,
as
of
government,
the
DR. R. L. HUST.
Iowa
Leslie Mortier Shaw
both mirers are not lukewarm In their FOR SALE Second hand buggy and
popularity
His
man.
any
other
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
New York
Elihu Root
harness; also driving pony. W. H.
is praise of his leonine courage. They
people
among
the
congress
and
In
Tuberculosis
Ohio
Joseph Benson Foraker
treated with High- McMillion, 211 West Cold avenue.
now tn demand think they see in him a political
is
great.
He
very
Frequency
Current and
Electrical
Robert Marion La Follette. Wisconsin
In
high
honesty
of
horses
rugged
and
150 head
as a Moses whose
rOR SA
Iowa more than any other American
Albert Baird Cummins
Apply or address Germicide. Treatmentsp. given each
g od. condition.
A few months ago fortitude will lead thrm out of the
speaker.
campaign
day from 8 a. m. to 4
m.. Trained
Philander Chase Knox. .Pennsylvania
wilderness into a political paradise.
F A. Gurule, room 17. First Na nurse In attendance.
"Uncle Joe" declared that he would
Both 'phones.
Senator La Follette's peculiar manticnal Bank building. Albuquerque.
speaker than be presiremain
rather
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
By George Robert Agnews.
dent. WJien asked if He was a can- ner of speaking has a great charm for FOR SALE The furniture of a
It Is a noteworthy fact that repub didate for president he replied signif- a large class cf people. The semblance
piano. Will sell Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
licans, almost to a man, look upon icantly: "Scat!" But it would not of Intense earnestness, the almost
all for what piano cost. The house
Occulist and Aurist for Santa Fe
Co.,
William J. Bryan as the next demo be Btrange if his name should lead all threatening visage, the enormous volPorterfleld
In.
for rent. Close
coast lines. Office, 313V& West Rail
ume of voice coming from a small but
cratic nominee for president. The the rest in 1908.
110 Oold avenue.
road avenue.
muscular body, seem to carry convicquestion then arises. What man Is to
Father of Standpatism.
1. J.
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
Tils ad- FOR SALE Soda Fountain.
of
hearts
straight
tion
to
the
the
of
secretary
be chosen by the republicans to op
M.
Shaw,
Leslie
p. m.
Tnnham.
pose Bryan In what promises to be treasury,
cammirers. In the senate this style of
is an indefatigable
gasoline enA
the hottest and biggest political bat paigner and a stalwart standpatter. oratory is outof place, and naturally voh sai.k complete.
UNDERTAKER.
J. . maimer,
cine, all
Ho ever fought? Theodore Roosevelt He Bhares with Vice President Fair- It had little effect. The senate, in fact,
street.
Nojth
501
Auto, 'phone 31C.
"
First
Colo., Rod 115.
lias reiterated In various forms the banks the unusual honor of being an Is a Uthal chamner f r mere
A handsome Hardman
A. BORDERS.
But it would be foolish to es- - FOR SALE
announcement he made on election
candidate for the presi
Commercial
Club Building. Black
night In 1904. to the effect that he dency. A few months ago he was le tlmate a man's popular strength by h:s
piano, In fine condition and almost
or purm-u- .
and White Hearse, $5.
"would not be a candidate for
new, at a bargain.
gardeil with apprehension by other standing In the senate. The senate is
tlon, and would not accept another I candidates, and he is uy no means not a pei o. uie i tr.Jiiii, n.iu unci
lars. call at this office.
ARCHITECTS.
nomination.
His good faith can not nt r,t h race. If the standpatters was. ir tne current oi popular leenng FOR SALE
My general store. Rare
an
be queationed by any honest man. and tariff revisionists should begin to .should set in strongly for "reform"
secure
Spencer
W.
and V. O. Walling-ford- .
F.
some
one
to
chance for
Yet, in spite of his announcement, it null and haul, for example, and the meaning anything under the sun that
Barnett building,
Address, P.
Rooms
business.
established
Is a fact that his renomination is not tariff should be the issue, it Is possi promises a new deal It Is easy to
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
M., Pueblltos, N. M.
enly ardently desired by a great ele- - ble that Secretary Shaw might be imagine senator La Follette as the hOR SALE A well established gen
CIVIL ENGINEER.
ment of his party, but the prediction chosen by the stand-pelement of champion the martyr, and the c n- eral merchandise store, doing good
is confidently made by independent the republican party as the "Ideal queror. He is a poor man wnicn many business,
J. R. Farwell.
in good country town
observers that Mr. candidate." His siandpatism
and
Is of people regard as n great asset in a
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
for selling; store
good reasons
Koosevelt will be renominated and the deepest dye, and his ability to presidential candidate, as proof of
building and dwelling for rent or
NOTARY PUBLIC.
It la also remarkable that make his meaning clear Is not ex- - nonesty
P. u. box 218.
sale.
majority of the republican memliers celled by any speaker of either party.
Iowa.
of
Governor Cummins
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
The Minneapolis House,
of tbe house of representatives, When the tariff question Is left out of Gov. Cummins of Iowa Is another FOR SALE
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty
shrewd politicians as a rule, believe the enuatlon. however. Secretary , radical" who Is sometimes sioken of
all newly furnlslied, Gold avenue.
that President Roosevelt is the only Shaw must also be left out. He Is as a presidential possibility. He is a four rooms, papered.
The best pay
nan who can defeat Bryan, and that not epsecially prominent in connec- - thorn in the nesh of "regular" repub- - painted and
VETERINARIAN.
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
when this fact becomes patent he will tion with any other question.
Means. Once a carpenter, and later a
C,
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
otfer acceptable. Call or address
be forced to run again. These conflv Pngineer. he worked up In the
Too Close to Corporations.
Office, 424 North Second street.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House
gressmen are all candidates for reof the
aw until
leader
the
became
he
.
,,
President Roosevelt said to a friend ,
Phones Auto., 311; Colo.. Black 35,
.
Albuquerque, N. M.
flection and they would like nothing
.
.
'
ii'wc uni, Tint, n , , ...... ro.oU,olt
better than to have their names on a last winter: "If by walking on my governor In the ' .aceit of biiter enmity, Stomach Troubles and Constipation. Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
knees lrom here to the and again victorious this summer afticket headed by Theodore Roosevelt. bands and
RODERICK STOVE, E. E.
No one can reasonably hope for
He Is regarded by them as the great- capltol I could secure the election of ter a terrific struggle with George D. good digestion when the bowels nre
est asset of the republican party. In Elihu ttoot as president, I would Perkins, former congressman. Gov. constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of Ed Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
He added, however. Cummins' friends
do It.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
the approaching congressional cam- gladly
descnoe him as the wardsvllle, HI., says: "I suffered from
paign nine out of ten of them will that he realized the ini'ossibiliy of handsomest man In American public chronic
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
s
Btomach
constipation
and
make their fight on Issues he liaB Mr. Ro t's nomination. 'I he secretary. i le; he is surely easy to lo. k uMin.
for several years, but, thanks to 906 West Railroad avenue. Autoof state himsplf Is well aware of the He is tall, with snow-whit, made and championed.
abundant Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab- matic 'phone, 179.
handicap under which he labors in the hair, black eyes full of fire, fresh
Mr. Taft of Ohio.
not get
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
of nie people, as being too close- youthful color alternating with mo- lets, am almost cured." Why
Assuming that Mr. Roosevelt will mlmls
a package of these tablets and get
ly allied to the "monty power" of New
ments of Intellectual paleness and his well and ttay well" Price 25c. Sam
H. R. WHITING,
lie able to retire, as he desires, the York.
Mr.
is undeniably the
are quick and vigorous. pies free. For sale by all druggists.
No. 119 South Second Street, First
bulky figure or William H. Taft im- ablest man luRoot
cabinet, and under movements
the
as
His partisans are as enthusiastic
National Bank building.
mediately
In
attracts attention.
condition his elevation to the those of La Follette. They belong alAlbuquerque, N. M.
Washington, as well as In the country other
MERCHANT TAILORING
ncy would be almost a foregone most exclusively, of course, to his wn
presidt
Examiner and abstracter of land
at large. Secretary Taft Is regarded conclusion. In Washington he is re- woras tbe most prominent republican next garded merely as a remote possibility state. js I suallv such intense hero
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST titles, including those of SpanUh and
provincialism and
Mexican origin.
Ui his chief. He combines in his perBAM
O.
AVENUE,
RAILROAD
an
gifted
patriotic
man
honest,
and
tnai.ility. tnioiiKh ignorance. 10 make
sonality and bis political make-u- p
so whose environment Is unfavorable.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
TEACHER OF PIANO.
true comparisons between public men.
many engaging qualities, and has
Joe Foraker.
Occasionally, however, a man springs
My merchant tailoring stiop is up- 1en so fortunate in his career, that SenatorFighting
Miss Fay C. IXKinard. studio 707
of Ohio said last ill who draws to him not only com- J stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave
his nomination for the piuaidency winter that Foraker
h. was no to be considFirst street. Primary pupils a
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$100,000.00
20,000.00

PROFITS

THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
We Invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
business growth of this bank since its organization:
Deposits at the end of the first day
$10,466.92
Deposits at the end of the first week
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of tbe first month
81,821.82
Deposits at the end of the first six months
92,750.13
Deposits at the end of the first year
169,061.80
Deposits at the end of the first eighteen months
298.320.31
Deposlt3 at the end of the first two years
377,332.37
Deposits June 18, 1906
434,502.31
'
".'-I
OFFICERS:
'
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
ROY McDONALD. Asst. Cashier.
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SHOWER BATH BENEFITS
are simply a ' terra incognita" to be
man who never tried tliem. If we lit
up a bath-tutor you as it should be
quipped namely, with a shower
the comfort, coolness and
enjoyment y 'ti ll obtain these not
summer days and night will ma'ie you
our friends lor life. Ask tis about
prices.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.
t
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Standard Plumbing andlHeating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
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Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.
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DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
'

best wears the
PAINT Covers more, loo
SHEK...
longest, most economical; full meii-iire- :
Hl'lLlii.Ni. PAPER Always In ttock. Plastei Lime Cement, Palt:t,
Glass, Sasli, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE , NEW M EX.
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Otero and A. J.
Souler, foreman of the Salado Livestock company In Guadalupe county,
left Santa Fe for Garden City, Kas.,
where they will endeavor to purchase
Improved bucks for the company of
which Governor Otero la president. If
they can not get enough of these animals In Gurden City they will go to
ttenver and probably to Utah and Idaho for the same purpose.
Twenty-flv- e
teachers are In attendance so far at the annual teachers'
Institute of Santa Fe county which
ronvened at the new high school
building In this city Monday. Prof. J.
A. Wood, superintendent of the public schools, and Professor W. B. Garrison, the newly appointed principal
of the high school, are acting as Joint
conductors. Following are the teachers who have already enrolled themselves at the Institute:
J. L. Smith.
Clemente Ortiz, oJse Ortiz y Baca,
Candldo Ortiz, Vtctorlano Cruz, Santiago M. Jaramillo,
Ramon Garcia.
Pilar Ortiz, Carmen Garcia, Ethel Lee
May, Louisa A la rid, Enriqueta
Ethel Fluke, Dora C. Fletcher,
Hayes N. Martinez1, Lizzie Fayette,
M.
Edith
Walker, Ella E. Miller Matll-d- e
Alonso, Sadie Barney, Mary
Pablo Martinez, Emma Gonzales, Fannie McXulty, Antonia Silva.
In the case of the Territory vs.
Richard Huber, the mounted policeman who was arrested on a complaint
charging assault while armed with, a
deadly weapon, the defendant
was
dismissed because of Insufficient evidence in the court of Justice of the
Peace Jose Ma. Garcia. Juan Pino
was the complaining witness In this
case. Officer Huber was put under
bond to keep the peace, however, on
complaint of Tomas Pino.
Santa Fe will send a large delegation to the annual meeting of the New
Mexico Bar association, which will
be held at Cloudcroft on August 22
and 23. Practically all of the local
members of the society will attend
and most of them will be accompan
ied by wives or other members of
their families. Mayor Thomas B.
Catron has been Invited to deliver one
of the addresses, which he has consented to do.
Sylvester Bros., of Monte Vista,
Colo., have purchased 4.500 sheep In
the Estancla valley, which they will
feed for the market on their ranch In
Colorado. The shipment of the sheep
win begin today.
Dea-guer-

Let the next 6 months
be banner money makers
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TO TAKE TEACHERS
EXAMINATIONS
NATIVE
FRUITS COMING
MENTION.

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE

SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

Remember, you're getting old and opportunities
are growing less
Call at office, U 9 South

t
Beautiful, level
lots, only $25 to $150 each. Only $5 down;
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes. No Mortgages
50-foo-

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600 EACH

Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet

1

1

9 S. Second St.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

HOW MAYOR OF ONE CITY WILL FORNISH
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MAYOR BRUSH OF MT. VERNON, N. Y., ORGANIZES
COMPANY ON OLD ENGLISH
LINES AND TOWN IS TAKING IT
UP WITH A WHOOP NO POLITCIAL GRAFT AND NO SELLING
SHARES TO THE TRUST.

Because ofi
the extortionate price which the Ice
trust is charging for Ice In Mt. Ver-- '
non, the enterprise begun by Mayor
Edward F. Brush, of this cliv. to build
and operate a plant to mipply Ice to
me poor at cost Is meeting witn great
success. More than 500 shares have
been sold. The association will be
"run by the people for the benefit of
the people," according to the statement of Mayor Brush today.
Mt. Vernon, Aug.

16.

young people will take
the county teachers' examination a
the public school building In district
rvo. 4 on the west side. Friday.
All
of the applicants are from San Miguel
county but four.
Plums and other native fruits are
beginning to come In from the couu
try and are on sale at the local gro
eery stores. The plums are of ex
cellent quality and are finding a
ready sale.
Floreutino Seldago has been dis
charged from the asylum as cured
and Albert Russell was admitted from
Roswell yesterday.
Nearly all the members of Troop A
are now back at work again and with
the exception of sunburned arms and
faces are looking the same as ever.
Miss Rose Mulligan of New York
city, a sister of Mrs. J. E. Smithers,
is a guest of the latter for a short
stay at the Castenada hotel.
Miss Grace Ireland leaves on Sunday for Denver, where she will attend the Principia school for boys and
girls.
B. A. Sleyster, the Albuquerque insurance man, who has recently been
s,
visiting
Is in
the city for a day or two on business
matters.
R. Phillips, late of the Montezuma
and New Optic restaurants, left for
Los Angeles, Calif., yesterday, being
called to that city by the serious illness of a daughter.
Ralmundo Harrison and Henry Lies
have returned to their homes at Anton Chico after spending three days
In thfcs city. Mr. Lies was initiated
into the B. P. O. E. lodge last evening and Is now a full fledged Elk.
D. W Butler, the former confectioner on Center street, who was
burned out, left for the mountains
yesterday with a covered wagon
loaded to the bows and some pack
animals on the side.
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STAGE TO JEMFZ

We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. 8oHLIT2,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

And other standard

brands of whiskies

too numerous to mention.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from tbe best Wineries.
Distilleries wnd Breweries la the United States. Call and inspect otir
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
Issued to dealers only.

.MAYOR. EDWARD F.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkofe Roofing
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First and Marqaette

Albaqaerqae, New Mexico
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AS A SPECIAL
For prices on fixtures and
Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
Power and Pumping Plants.
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to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
? R"9 No.
Terma, $5 cash and $4 a
month for four month.
Jvel Gw R"B, No.
$22.50.
Term, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five month.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's UDScrip-no- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
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We Do General Machine Repairing
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South Second Street Phone Auto. 557
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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Vou should plan to take that trip
nia. You will enjoy the change.

rollicking sort f a girl, a great atli-litanil shocked Newport horribly a
couple of seasons jack by swimming
from Bailey's nea-to Easton's beach.
Miss Sears is the daughter of Mr.
aiul Mrs. Frederick Sears, of Boston.
The family have a country place called "fUorrow Hill," at Beverly farms.
It is lit r that Miss Sears is passing
be summer. Young Vanderbilt is visiting a college chum near by.
Mis. Belm nt is intending this sum-hu- t
to give a unique social affair for
her youngest son. As she has no more
daughters to pres. nt to society, she
ilei lan d she was going to give u "coming out p:my" for Harold before the
Newport season is over.
The intense itching

characteristic

of salt rheum and eczema is Instantly

allayed by applying Chamberlains
Salve.
As a cure for skiii diseases!
tins silye is
ror sue by

nil

62-1-

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

SUMMER RATES WEST

The undersf?ned ts nromj to
make trips to and from the celebrat
el JEMEZ HOT springs. An. i Special C rrespondmce.
formation desired can be secured
New York. Aug. M. The Vander-uil- t
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
clan is celebrated (or tht lr early
Railroad avenue.
marriages, especially the masculine
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
portion of it. The betrothal of Harold,
the youngest
n of Willie K., Sr.. and
A Money Saving Event.
Thursday, August yth, the Gol- Mrs. O. it. P. Belmont, to Eleanor
den Rule Dry Goods Co., started Sears, u ho wan a yrent rhnm nt Mrs
their famous Cash Clearance Sale, "N'ick" 1ongworth, before the presi r
you know what these sales mean. A dents oiliest t.aughter became a mat-n, is about to be announced.
great money saving event for you.
Harol.l s. Vanderutlt was born In
Don't tall to c ine. See our half page 1SS4.
He is a II iirvflril
unit
in n
a. In this paper this week for
should he inarrv Miua ..a...
ter he will be one year jl,b r tlian his
punier, mine, K.. Jr., was wnen he
a
"Doan's Ointment curul me if
thai hail anuoed me a long married Miss Virginia Pair Hi ions
in.
Cornelius VanilerMit
.i,..,.
time.
4
otire was permanen;.
Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner lie married ..iiss Grace Wilson, whib
Alfred dwyiine was still two years
Labor Statistics, Augusta, ;ie.
younger when he vwddej Miss Y:!.s.e
Give US vour ROUGH DRY work Kt enc h.
Monday, and get is back Wednes iay.
Wiiiie Mi.--s Sears is a treiiiber of
imperial laundry Co.
lh. bluest bi.xM i Hack Hay lioMoti.
she is devlured lo t,e more like a westA
Want ad d.x-- the ork. ern till than any other feminine ineni-beTry one.
of the sii.ar: set. She U a gav

JTewel
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Mail Orders Given Special Attention
216

INDUCEMENT

g.

$21.00.

SPRINGS
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Wines, Liquors & Cigars
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DO YOU KNOW

line of goods, and you will
thpn understand.
We are sole representatives of
g
& Sons, Everett, Kimball and
other well known makes.
All pianos reduced In price for next
ten days.
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
114 South Second Street.

Liquor Co.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

ar

TO WED MERMAID

Treasurer.

Successors to

25-t-

YOUNG VANDERBILT

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bacbechl,

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

Actual Cost Small.
For three months the trust has
been gradually advancing the price of
Ice, pleading shortage of supply, until
It is now retailing in this city for $12
a ton. WThen the last increase came
Mayor Brush deemed it time for action. He found that ice could be
manufactured and delivered to the
consumer for about $2.65 a ton. This
figure Includes factory cost, administration, selling cost, retail expenses,
waste, etc. Further than this, Dr.
Brush learned that one man In this
city, with a little
plant, under
five-yecontract,
furnishes
the
trust with Ice at i.75 a ton wholesale.
Dr. Brush thereupon called for estimates for a fifty-to- n
plant to be In
operation by the middle of October.
Will Share Profits.
The Public Utilities corporation
will not enter Into violent competition
with other Ice companies or dealers,
but will sell at about the prevallling
prices. Annually, however, the surplus profits will be divided among the
shareholders, according to the stock
held and ice consumed. It is expected that on this basis consuming
shareholders will get their ice at a
little above the actual cost of vroduc-ilowhich, if it be $3 a ton, would
mean 15 cents a hundred pounds. The
company will do a regular Ice business with anyone who chooses to buy
from it, providing that there is more
Ice produced than will supply the
consuming shareholders.
With this Idea In mind the cashiers
of the loca'l banking institutions have
consented to act as trustees until the
company Is formed.

Roswell-on-the-Peco-

That the day of pianos being a luxury
has passed, and that they are now a
necessity. If you don't know it call
in at our store, examine our

J. D. Eakln, President.
Vice President.

O. OlomI,

Consolidated

'

E

Sixty-fiv- e

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

VIM

THE MT. VERNON PLAN.
Special Correspondence.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Aug. 16. Urged
on by the oppressive increases In the
price of Ice, Mayor Edward F. Brush,
of Mt. Vernon, is organizing a cooperative company to be composed
of consumers and called the Public
Utilities corporation, capitalized at
$60,000.
It is proposed to build a
plant with a capacity of fifty tons per
day at first.
Mayor Brush says: "This corporation will accomplish for the city
something which the city would be
unable to do for itself, owing to its
limited borrowing capacity, and do ii
without the danger of bossism or politically guarded graft."
ve.
It's
The plan is the old English cooperative idea. No individual will be
allowed to purchase more than 2a
shares at $10 each, and If a shareholder wishes to dispose of his stock
PERSONALS AND GOSSIP
he must first offer It to the company
at par. In this way, Mayor Brush is
that he can prevent the
FROM THE MEADOW CITY confident
trust or any few capitalists from obtaining control of the stock.
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TEACHERS AT
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SYLVESTER
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Try a Citizen WaU ad.

to
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Visit the
Grand Canyon and Tetrlfied Forest. Liberal
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND RETURN
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN

$36.00
$38.00
$45.00
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tickets on sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May,
June, July, August and September.
'i. E. PUBDY. Agent.

SPECIAL RATES

TO

2 u

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

0C00

O'REILLY & CO.
J. H.''leading
mr
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Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

THE EAST

Now is the time to take that trip back home. Take advantage
of the low rates to the east. Tickets on sale, at special reduced rates
lor the pound trip, from June 1 to September 3').
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates tho Santa Fe will fwll excursion tickets
to the v''mHjtal ioIns In Illinois, Kansas Michigan,
Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Wyoming: June 12, also June
Inclusive, and July
Inclusive. Call at tiiket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
tind rates to a few (f the principal points:
SHICAGO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Return limit of all tickets, OctoU'r 31.
T. E. PUHDY, Agt.
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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CITIZEN

THE. ALBUQUERQUE
By

The Citizen Publishing Company

THUR8DAY, AUGUST

a. 8TRICKLER,
President.

1906.

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing
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SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

W. T. McCREIGHT,
BuBlnesa Manager.

In the past, fault ling been found with the annual
Is Called to Be Held In AlbuqueNew Mexico fair held nt Albiiquer.)iie bin attso more at:o
matters
given
than
to amusements
tention has been
rque-Committee
ONLY SENSIBLE VIEW
rulculated to udvance the maieiiai ;n;eres:s of the terbasis
of
but
whatever
Arranges
statehood papers of Arliona act- ritory. People like to be an.use.l,
Are the ant
there may have been for this objection In the punt there
or are they consciously Insincere? remains the fact that one feature of i his year's fair,
ually feeble-minde- d
There seemB no middle ground between these views. which opens on September 17, Is certain to prove a vital PKOCKAM FOK CONVENTION
For Instance, the Phoenix Republican said the other factor In advancing the grea.es. Industry of tnlg territory, he sheep and wool Industry. This Is the convenW.

16,

SOME REASONS WHY

IMPORTANCE OF SHEEP
MEN'S CONVENTION

Published Dally and Weekly.

EVENING CITIZEH.

A Word to Mothers
Our idea of

success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
of sheep growers, called by Governor Magernian for And Wiil Issue Pamphlet to Sheep
"Major Uewellyn of New Mexico Is getting himself tion purpose
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
of forming a New Mexico Sheep and Wool
Men Throughout the
He haa the
Interviewed by the papers of that territory.
Growers' association. The object of the association will
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
Country.
Information that joint statehood is a certainty. He has be to look out for and protect the Industry as a whole
orMajor
of
It.
the
member
ludlvidual
of
vote
for
each
will
Interests
and
Arizona
the
private Information that
merit continued patronage.
Uewellyn was not always thus a blind Jolniist. As late ganization.
At the meeting of the committee
conone
The need for this Is Imperative and when
having In charue Me arrangements for
as last fall he was opposed to Jointure."
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
siders the Importance of the Industry and the part It the woo growers' convention, held
LlewelMajor
In passing, it may be remarked that
affairs of every business man and yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock In the
plays in the every-da- y
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
lyn does not need to "get himself Interviewed" by the property owner In the territory, the wonder Is that It headquarters of the fair association,
papers of this territory. His position, his long time res- bas niH been formed before. Now, however, questions the program for the coming convenand overcoats for small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
was mapped rut In part and will
idence in New Mexico, his familiarity wUh the people directly affecting the sheep and wool growers are com- tion
soon be issued in pamphlet form, to
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
and the questions in which they are interested all these ing up for Immediate action with which the Individual be sent to sheep m n and wool grow
and many reasons besides make any Interview with Is powerless to deal. His only hope of having a voice ers throughout 'he country.
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
in the settlement of these questions which vitally affect
him desirable to any New Mexico paper.
In addition to the program for the
But this by the way. The meat of the above quo- his personal pocketbook is through the strong voice of convention Lie pamphlet will contain
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
tation as far as The Citizrn is concerned at the present a powerful organization which shall represent the entire the following, of interest to the wool
forming
growers, headed,
time, Is the reference to the fact that Major Llewellyn, industry of the entire territory. Jt Is for the
Some Reason Why.
like hundreds of others In this territory, was opposed to of such an organization that Governor Hagerman has
and wool growing indusJoint statehood before the bill passed congress. Is the called the convention In Albuquerque next month. The tryThe sheepterritory
Fine Clothing and
Fine Clothing &nd
of New Mexico Is
Republican absolutely so obtuse that it, and papers of time and place were chosen because of the low railroad now of tne
FurnUhingi
Furnishing
the
foremost
been
always
and
has
The same kidney in Arizona, can not understand how a rates prevailing on account of the territorial fair, making of our Industries. Our interests have
man might oppose Jointure so long as there was any It possible for all sheepmen to attend with small ex- not been "protected
-- y organization.
hope for separate statehood, but becoming convinced pense; and if It does nothing else but result in the form- Other branches have always w:rked
proper
lines,
along
organization
the fair this through organizations. Onr interests
that separate statehood is impossible, he might then ing of this
prefer jointure to no statehood at all? As old as the year will have aided in a great work for the greatest of can not be protected without organization, organization Is more spelanguage is the proverb that half a loaf Is better than all Industries.
Delegates with formal credentials have been ap- cially desired at this particular time
no bread. In the same way. Joint statehool is better
pointed to attend this convention, but the moving spirits in view o. uie fact that a bill regulatthan not having any statehood.
government control of the public
This is the position of Major I.lewllyn and the In the proposed organization, and the officers of the ing
as well as Lie forest reserve
domain
taking
an
who
sanitary
are
active
board,
sheep
interest
It
Mexico.
New
parties
in
cither leading men of both
will be introduced at the short session
to
most
Invitations
cordial
the
It,
all
in
have
extended
does not show any change of position on the statehood
cf congress which assembles Decemquestion; it only shows they have become convinced sheep men of the territory to attend, whether delegates ber, 1906, and probably become a law.
we can sell you
Our wants and desires will be given
that separate statehood is now an Impossibility, and that or not, and to take an active part in the convention and
cheaper
our comcareful attention at Washington if they
It will continue to be an impossibility for many years the formation of the organization.
l here is a single question soon to come uerore con- - are placed before the authorities in an
o come.
petitors.
What would be thought of a beggar asking for algress which affects directly the individual Interest of al- - hitetlllgent manner and as there is but
First. We are in our
way to do this every sheep grower
loaf of bread, who In his b'.ind infatuation should say. most every sheep man in New Mexico. A strong organ- one
in the southwest should be interested
deI
New
Mexico
will
in
able
Inlluence
ization
be
I
the
to
want
bread,
when offered a half loaf: "No, siree!
own building
pay
In an organzlation that will protect
want it badly, I am starving for it; but 1 asked for a cision of this question. This is the government control their interests and at the same time
rent.
loaf of bread, and I will do without altogether before of the leasing of the public domain and the terms upon tie of mutual benefit. In other matters
I will take a half loaf." What would be thought of such which it shall be leased. Every sheep man knows the pf rtainin
Second.
to the welfare of the sheep
We
buy enan infernal fool? The offerer cf the half loaf, and all importance of the decision congress shall make on this and wool industries of New Mexico.
tirely
lots
It
in
lowest
car
would seem that
The call Issued by Governor Hager-others of any sense, would say: Let the fellow die. question. Knowing its importance
in for a convention to be held at
Such Is exactly the condition of the people of New Mex- '.he sheep grower who failed to attend this convention
prices; biggest discounts.
n
ico and Arizona. They askej for the full and sepurate and enroll himself in the organization would be delib- Albuquerque, commencing Tuesday
10
IS,
o'clock,
morning.
at
Sep
ember
We pay cash
neglect
lag
own
erately
individual financial Interests.
his
loaf of independent statehood. They have been offered
the wool growers or , w .Mex-ethe half loaf of Joint statehood. Every indication is that The members of the Kiicp sanitary board are sparing H Hares
every invoice coming
In a position to perfect an organit Is the half loaf or nothing. Shall they act. the fool no pains to let the tsheep growers know the importance izatl n that will put before tne authorinto our store for the
part of refusing because they can not get the whole of this convention, and it therefore seems likely ihRt it ities their views of the government
will be the most larseiy attended gathering of this kind control of the leasing of the public doloaf?
ten years
been disThis question was well presented by H. O. Uursuni, ever held in the territory'. Certainly it will be one of the main and the grazing of stock on for
counted.
est reserves and other matters of
chairman of the republican central committee. He said most important.
The formation of this organization will cause the equal importance can be delivered on
tq a representative of ihe Las Vegas Optic:
"I am in favor of accepting joint statehood rather coming territorial fair in Albuquerque to mark an epoch and placed in such shape that onr
in this direction will be made
been in the furniture
than remain a territory. The friends of separate state- In the history of the sheep industry of New Mexico; the wants
and actul upon in the proper
k
method to known
hood have used every effort to promote the passage of turning point Lorn a haphazard,
twenty-fiv- e
for
the
business
manner.
past
understand
it in every detail,
years
a separate statehood enabling act, but the national con- a thoroughly organized, businesilll e industry. Aside Kverv sheen and wcol grower as
where and how to buy.
gress has decided otherwise by ofTering.us Jointure. Let from the direct interest in the pocketbook involved in well as everv one interested in tins
us accept the proposition and the new state will work the convention there will be addresses from men prom industry In .ew Mexico is expected
out her salvation and overcome every obstacle in a man- inent in the sheep Industry in other states. The presi- to be present regardless of whether
FURNITURE, CARPETS
dent of the Montana and Wyoming Wool Growers' asso- they are delegates or not, as they will
ner which will be beneficial to the people as a whole.
DRAPERIES.
express
to
a
chance
senti
have
their
"The people of this territory have hoped, prayed, pe- ciations will be present, as will representatives of the
on all subjects and enroll tneir
titioned and fought for statehood and a voice in the na- bureau of animal industry of the government, and other ments
as numbers of the organization
tional councils for over fifty years. During all of these scientists who have made special studies of the grow- names
own protection,
for
their
years the territories have leen a government of bureau- ing of sheep arid 'wool. The addresses to be delivered
Additional Delegates Appointed.
cracy with the principal strings 3,000 miles distant from by these men will make It worth the time and money
Delegates to the convent i:n. In ad
the seat of action. The dominant spirit ever present in of every sheep ninn. no matter how large or how small dition to those alrendy published in
the heart of every American will not permit fhe toler- his flock, to attend the convention.
these columns, have been appointed dangerously high rate of '
For their own best Interests It is to be hoped that as follows:
ation of a continuance of this sort of government, while
Appointed by Union county comniis speed when he travels at a twelve o
f
a change which will at least provide
of the rep- every sheep grower In New Mexico will be in Albuquersioners
Fileberto F. llaliegos. Fran
que
18,
convencongress
Tuesday
morning,
September
In
this
we
when
which
horse power salt, on a two horse
resentation
have contended for Is
cisco A. Maeston, Nestor C. De Ilaca,
power Income.
tion will be called to order. Las Vegas Opiic.
available.
Alex. Mackenzie, T. E. Mitchell, Fran
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
'
The man who travels at a six
"It Is autonomy the people' are anxious for. They
cisco A. Garcia, T. P. James, Leandro
power gait on an eight horse
horse
COOOXC0VC00000XXXj oooooooo
desire a voice and some measure of realization of a govEASY TO REACH.
M. Oallegos, Encarnacion Sandoval, A.
power Income can appreciate tae
ernment of the people, for the people and by the people.
Thompson.
W.
a
Idea
of where
FEDERAL EXPENSE AND
speed and has clear
RELIEVES PAIN.
"I for one feel that we should have been granted
Appointid by Chaves county com
.
he will lann. At the same time, ..e
' separate statehood and thus been allowed four votes for
Ingram.
missioners
L.
Arthur
BUILDS
energy,
l
UP THE SYSTEM,
up
THAT OF NEW MEXICO
all of his
is n::t using
Johnson, V. H. Johnson, J. F. Hinkle,
Axliona and New Mexico in the senate of the United
but he is creating a reserve which
CURES RHEUMATISM.
John Matthewson, Sidney Pitt, James
will see him over the rougher
States. That controversy for the present at least and
C'.arrard, E. S. Mundy, Ed. S. Seay and
places.
very likely for some time has been disposed of by conCURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
legislative expenses of the past fiscal Fritz Brink.
It is a good thing to be prepared
gress. It is a condition and not a theory that confronts year Uncle Sam's
legislatAppointed
by
City
of
Charup
the
Roswell
against
which
$12,o7,5o4.48,
footed
The man who
CURES DIABETES.
tor "a rainy day.
uu. Shall we continue to be represented by two voteive expenses of the territory of New Mexico, making due les Dremond, V. S. Prager and A. D.
has a bank account possesses an
less delegates or shall we accept two full fledged sena- allowance for the difference In size of the legislative Oarrett.
CURES INDIGESTION.
assurance tuat when misfortune or
tors and two members of the lower branch of congress bodies, seem like a mole hill against Pike's Peak. The
App.inted ny my of Carlsbad 0.
sickness comes, ne will be
CURES DROPSY.
Macreo, T. C. Wercs and A. J. Craw,
with authority to make as much racket an Speaker Cantotal pay roll of the national congress for clerks, mes- ford.
non?
Mhlch one of these proposition will best serve sengers, pages, doorkeepers,
tnat
reserve
a
is
A
account
bank
official reporters, janitors,
Appointed from Gallup D. II Mita man can draw uion at any time.
the interests of the southwest?
sweepers and ether dignitaries, some of whom do no
Hiiny Dodge and David Garcia
"
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
The money Is always available.
"If at any time the discontinuance of this partner- harder work than to sign the pay roll, was over $3,ooo,-imk- i. chell.
Troy
Appointed from uaton Oscar
ship should be deemed advisable by the majority of
CLASS.
fifty-nine
pages,
COMMERCE
Trujlllo.
THE BANK Or
Both houses, for instance, have
Jerome Troy, Pablo
those concerned, we would at least have some tangible most of them selected from
Appointed from I. as Vegas Seeun ALBUQUERQUE,
among favorites of leading
MEXICO
NEW
influence in the national game at Washington."
senators and representatives, who draw $2.50 a day, al dino Romero. Max Noruhaus and Dan
See Sant.i Fe Agent for round
though there are thousands of intelligent boys working iel Stern.
Among s nie of tne ; roinineiit wool
rates, good for thirty day.
trip
DEMOCRATS AND STATEHOOD
in stores, shops and mills for less than that a week. growers
from other stans and terri
Although some Democrats In congress opposed the Yet, any effort to cut down the enormous contingency lories who have signified their in
proposition to admit New Mexico and Arlaona as a single expenses of congress, which in reality are the perquis- tentions ot coming to this cny to at
V
state, the territorial democratic committee of New Mex- ites to a large extent of congressmen and their hencn-me- tend the New Mexico Wool Growers'
would be promptly squelched in committee, even convent.: n are Gilford Pincnot, cuief
ico has declared in favor of that policy.
Evidently the democrats who live In New Mexico if It ever reached that far. The printing and binding of the bureau of forestry ; Dr. R. A
suitervtsing inspector of the
see more clearly than those who represent democratic bill of congress last year was $r.42fi.42!M2, that is, more Ramsay,
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
government bureau of animal indus
of the $12,i"Iii,iiihi appropriated for legisstates in the house of representatives or in the senate. than one-hnMAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
J. M. ..Ilson, western vice presi
They appreciate the importance of securing statehood lative expense. In other words, the United States pays try;
vVool Growers
National
tiw
dent
cf
something like $25,0011 annually for each senator and association; George S. Walliir, sec
by all means; and, since union with Arizona Is the condition upon which It can be secured this year, they are representative in congress, or more than It costs New retary of Lie same association; F. J.
in favor of such union. They are tired of living under Mexico to run its entire legislative assembly of thirty-si- x lliuciihurth. t rnier president of the
solon.s lor twice that length of time. Yet, iie oppoNational live Stock association; E.
a territorial government.
Courtesy and attention to
Your friendship and patronage ia appreciated.
The most strenuous opposition lo union of the two sition pi ess of the entire country does not raise so great S. Gosney. president of the Arizona
guests is a pleasure to us.
and sevterritories comes from Arizona, where there is the and prolonged a howl over the legislative expenses of Wool Growers' association,
An effort v.ii'i also be
least reason for it. The proposition to make one state congress as do two or three yellow newspapers In New eral ethers.
LOCATION
to have Senator V. K. Warren,
Thrilling mnd ttntmtlonal
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
Is. in other words, a proposition to annex New Mexico Mexico concerning the expenditures of tin; territorial made
president of the National Wo I GrowMmlo Drama
DESIRABLE.
AND
CONVENIENT
ex
No:
extravagar.ee
assemblies.
dishonesty
are
or
that
to Arizona; but some of the ambitious politicians of the
ers' association, a resident of Chey
latter territory who are hoping to go to the United cusable under any circumstances, but that legislative enne, Wyoming, present m amiress
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
State senate, refuse to see it in dils light, because, a expenses in practice are much higher than they are in the Alotiqm rque convention.
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
New Mexico man might secure one of the Benatorships. theory, and that it is too much to expect New Mexico
economy
lawmakers
to
legislative
example
an
set
in
CHARGED
The new state would be called Arizona. In other
OFFICIALS
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
WITH INCITING RIOT
words the boundaries of the territory of Arizona would where the high and reverend senators of the United
F.
Aug.
K
John
New York.
200 Rounds of ammunition
much more conspicuously and at a hanbe extended to Include ths whole of New Mexico, wnich Slates fail
Dow S.
vice president;
would be swallowed up and the Identity of which would dled tiiin i v:e:!;"r expense ;o the public treasury. New
fired during the performance
manager,
and
Smith, general traffic
Meican.
le destroyed.
Newberry, superintendent of
William
The great consideration in favor of union is that
ihe lirooklyn Itapid Transit company, AMATEUR CONTEST HELD EVERY;
means would thereby lie provided for the establishment
in FRIDAY NIGHT, AND CASH PRIZES
OZONF. WATER WORKS.
were arraigned In police court
and maintenance of a strong and efficient state governThe I'a'lci In. in t(iermany) ozone water works have lirooklyn todav charged with inciting AWARDED THt WINNERS.
not guilty and
ment. Whatever the lioliiicinus may say. the fact re- bein in Biuces.-fu- l
operation nearly four years. Some riot. They pleaded
hearing tomorrow in
were
held
for
OF ADMISSION, 15 AND
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immediately
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congress would not be In harmony to carry on business thereon, and, in
with the senate or with the president. the exercise of such right, he is enThere would be a "tie-upso to titled to call upon the government
speak, in legislation.
Furthermore, for protection through the courts.
their success would be claimed bv our
Mr. Gompers claims that In con- ,1
T
SALARY democratic friends as an evidence
of tests growing out of strikes or lock- dissatisfaction upon the part of the louts he Is opposed to violence on the
mamaamssem
people with the legislation enacted part of anyone connected wlih the
by the republican congress, as well as controversy.
I will not question tne
Of the New Mexico National Operators Were Quick to Re- an evidence of dissatisfaction with good faith of the claim, but I do say
the president and an assurance of that If the legislation he demands
complete power lo be given to them were enncted, destruction of property
ceive News Over Wires
Guard to Take Place at Las
in lt'08 u) enable I hem to carry out by irresponsible persons In such
lr
.
pol
Their success, con- - troversles would Increase. Again, if
This Morning.
Vegas August 22.
servatively speaking, would halt pru- - such legislation were enacted, under
duct ion and consumption, and neces-.- s
cover vic.ous and Irresponsible
and commerce, at people belonging to the criminal class,
desirTEAMS FKOM ALL COMPANIES 1.000 MEN AKE AFFECTED sarily, business
.
Instead of forging not engaged In labor or socking 10
least
ahead, as we are now dolus;. In every labor, would avail themselves of the
reducproducing and business avenue, we opportunity, as they have In many In
Will Be Present-T- o
Select Team Working Forces of Topeka and La we
would halt, aye, more, we won.ti stances, in the name of contesting
retrograde.
labor, of destroying property, and the
For National Shoot at
Junta Offices Increased
Labor.
owner thereof would be without remSea Girt. N. J.
Education, Invention, capital and edy. Tlie legislation that Mr, GompMaterially.
labor have struck hands. The forces ers demands would turn loose in
of nature are utilised in produc;ion times of trouble, the criminally
disThe big shoot of the National guard
(or the benefit of both producer and posed. In charity for him, I do not
Begining
Chicago
today,
with
from
of New .Mexico for the Hagerman
consumer. This condition necessarily believe that he realizes the conse- cup, a beautiful silver loving
cup, to El la so, telegraph managers, wire required the combined activities ofjquenres that would result from that
operators
chiefs
on
and
Fe
the
Santa
presented by Governor H. J. HagerNaturally, which he advocates, and, In Justice
employer and employe.
man, to be awarded to the best team will receive a healthy raise of salary. differences arise between the two as: to all the citizenship of the republic,
good
news
The
over
went
wire
the
from any company or troop in New
to what Is a proper wage, or, in other in justice to every man who lives In
Mexico, will open in Las Vegas on this morning, and the ticking of the words, as to a fair division of the the sweat of his face by honest
Intelligence
was
on
received
hundreds
ednesday of next week, August. 22.
of the business.
alKrers deavor, I am now, and will be at all
The shoot will last for three or four of keys with acute understanding, for found it necessary to
with times, opposed to this legislation
more
a
anects
men
it
than
thousand
days as there are a number of diseach other and art together In de- - which he demands,
no
is
Item
and
on
small
Santa
the
Fe's termlnlng from time to time what was
tances to shoot, from different posi308-31- 0
Represents a Labor District,
Ave.,
N. AT.
tions, and different sized targets, both expense account. The raise ranges due them In the division of the
For thirty years I have represented
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from
$2.50
past
In
to
the
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fixed and movable. There will also
con- profits.
a
nearly
district
where
all
the
erator has received $80 per month.
be contests In rapid firing.
According to the last census, 30,- - stltuency have lived and are living by
There will be no drills or hard work The next check he gets will be for oon.ooo of our people are employed their labor. They, and those like unto
$82.50.
Under
wire
old
the
rule
the
whatsoever at this encampment, as it
In gainful operations, and S.ooo.ono them, stand for law and order, for
will be simply a marksmanship con- chief's check amounted to $S5 and
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le will b
new
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tl Gompers,
test. Not only wi'l the Hagerman
are organized in what are tenable rights of every citizen. Those
a!i
least,
last,
not
but
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cup be awarded at this time, but a
I feel' who lalxir have trod, and are tread-quit- e
old schedule of pay, the manager popularly known as "unions."
territorial team will be selected from the
sure that such organizations of ing, no path that I have not trod and
got
In
$105.
be
the
future
will
it
the Individual scores to represent
labor have, as a rule, been useful, not that my descendants will not tread,
New Mexico at the national shoot at $110.
only to the laborer, but to the em-- 1 The organized labor that Mr. Gompers
comes
The
voluntarily
raise
from
Sea Girt, N. J.
ployer as well, and to the whole citl-- I claims to represent Is composed of
Major R. C. Rankin of Las Vegas, the company and was received by zenship of the republic. If I were people who have the right to orgnn- many
men
very
agreeable
as
a
of the
as inspector of Btnall arms practice of
They are of all churches and
in such occupation, I have no ize.
as it has only been about engaged1hat
I would
the guard of the territory, will have surprise,
lie' a member of of no church; they are sklllel and
doubt
years
grantslace
the Santa Fe
three
charge of the camp and contests.
the organization.
unskilled; they belong to all the dif- a similar raise.
Captain Kuppe of Company G will ed its telegraphers
But it is absolutely necessary be- - ferent parties; they are as In.c l.nent
message
The
which carried the fore there can be a contest
select the team to represent Albuabout a and as patriotic as any olhe- - liial
querque and his company at the reg- news of the raise also carried the in- division of profits that there should number of citizens of the repti'e c. In
ular drill tomorrow night, in the ar- formation that the forces at Topeka be profits to divide. There was but the transaction of the bus! v.
of
mory In the KJks theater building. and a Junta were to be Increased little profit to divide under the last their organization I have n'i doubt
the force is to administration of Grover Cleveland. but they will
The team will be composed of five materially. At Topeka twenty-fouwl.ii those
r
to There was much profit to divide tin- - who from time to time they
from
increased
men. Captain La Loud of Company E be
;l.ice In
thirty-thre- e
Colo. Phone Blfc 93
operators, and at Ia der
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will also select a team to represent
Mc- authority, but in their party r.rfllla-KinleWljliam
of
administration
the
Junta the present force of nineteen is
Old Town al the Las Vegas shoot.
In choosing the policies of the
profit
tions.
is
and
much
to
there
These teams will leave here August to be increased to twenty-threunder the admlnistra ion of' republic, I am ready to take my
The hours of the operators are nine divided
21 for lais Vegas, and remain tl;ere
Theodore
Roosevelt, and labor on the chances with them, and this, too,
until the conclusion of the contest. Iter clay, while the managers work average has been receiving a larger without regard to the deniauds of Mr.
Teams from Santa Ke, Silver City. eight.
'share of the profits in Increasing 'Gompers when he seeks to control
Las Cruces and Rosweil, in addition
(wages every year since the election their action at the ballot box.
to a team from Troop A, Las Vegas,
of McKinley.
Executive Departments.
AGENTS
GREAT SPEECH BY
will also attend thu shoot. About fifIn the executive departments of me
Wo Must Stand Pat.
are
guard
of
National
tha
teen officers
The first thing for each citizen to government the record of the party
also expected to be present at the
do is to see to it that the economic has been brilliant, courageous
and
shoot lrom various points in the terand financial policies which enable honest, and the name of Roosevelt
ritory, to officiate during the event.
the people to create a profit shall lie has become a synonym for all those
Troop A. of Ias Vegas, will furnish
throughout the realms of
and qualities
continued.
The conferences
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
to
men
of
a detail
from ten to fifteen
contests touching the division of the civilization. He has been the pi'esi- lay cut liie distances at the range?
profits
time- will lie reg- dent of all the people, and he has
from
time
to
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
(Continued From Page On!.)
and to get everything In readiness for
ulaied by the contending parties. Cap- - been tireless In his efforts to serve
the arrival of the teams.
ital must get its share or ii will licit the people by wise, just and fearless
The general public is invited to order to command, as, of course is, continue In business; labor must get administration of the law. He has
necessary,
a
majority
:ith
in
vote
be present to witness the matches.
its share or it will suffer. Neither been particularly zealous In admin
The cars of the Las Vegas Railway house and senate. It is. therefore, un
rmo,,iii. e,,..,..,. at , v, .,v. intpriner ihi inw mrsiemi itm truuia
GO. 117 Gold Avenue
impossible to secure perfection in pense of tlie other. The very life of and combinations of capuul which
&. Power company run almost to the
range. Spectators can ride out to the each scedule of a tariff bill; but I the republic depends upon the integ- - have ignored the old adage of live
Santa Ke hospital on the canon cars have no hesitation in saying that the ritv. Ih.' wiselom. ihe nntriotism mid and let live.
The beef trust, the
and at tlat point will be in sight of present revenue law, knokn as the the vigilance of the people who make paper trust, the drug trust, the coal
Dingley
things
law,
Don't Dispute with a Woman,
all
considered,
easy
is!.),,, republic, life, liberty and the combination and various combinations
the camp, which will be within
walking distance. The contess will the most perfect and just customs mrsllj) ))f hai,,jI1Iu.s are 'inalienable of railroads and shippers have felt
Especially, if she tells you to order
be intensely interesting, as some of revenue law ever enacted. The gen- - rlKnts guaranteed bv the constitu- -' the heavy hand of the law and learn-ersack of
distress and industrial conditions , ion to ,,..h cmZen, whether he be'ed that ii is strong, enough to compel
the best ritie shots in New Mexico will
EMPRESS FLOUR.
prevailing throughout the country atjricn or p,K)r iRmU or Bmall- ..Tlle llh ttieni to give all a square deal. The
lie present.
the time of its enactment helped t ert y of one man ceases where the record of trust prosecutions and
Make no excuse, (ir you should tar
it so, because it brought all the liberty of another man begins."
get the order), that you could not
vestigations into their practices is
people together. In times of prosper- flrst-clas- a
SMALL BLAZE AT IHE
find It, for every
groesa
In thu oontt,st between employer too long to here recite, but It is
it.
attempted
Is
to
enact
when
handles EMPRESS. Tou ttW always
einplove, from time "to time, knowledged to be most creditable,
legislation,
of
the selfishness
tariff
And good bread, good biscuits, goo4
(where differences could not be ad- - even by our political opponents,
ALIfARADO
HOTEL the people is appealed to, but when j,,,,, the eml)iyt,r ,, 1he 0,'H, hand
pastry and most Important of all.
The congress has worked in
is industrial depression differ- - nag rearte,j lo the- - lockout and the mony with the president and emboel-egood cheer to greet you .wien yoa
interests are more Inclined to get employe,
come home for your dinner. Try It
,1,,, ,)tn,,r n.in(li to the led into law more of his reconimenel-togethgood.
general
Hie
for
While both are to be de- - ations than lias fallen to the lot of
strike.
OF
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EMPRESS FLOUR Is tha Empreaa at
substantially
Dingley
was
bill
The
,)Ionl(1
considering the volume of most chief executives. I believe (he
CAUSES SMALL DAMAGE AT
all others.
congress
uie nrsi legislation under me aunnn- m an , th
tnrreJS,, ,,f non- - record of the Fifty-nint- h
HARVEY HOUSE AND MUCH
Jt illation, they are becoming less fre- - made in its first session will go into
of William McKinley.
istration
EXCITEMENT.
was enacted at a time when the rev- In ,lly Judgment the time will history as one of the best records of
enues of Uie government were short, t.onu, wntn
s(,n diffe rences will legislation for the benefit of all the
Fire of u.iknown origin in the cellar when all our people, on farm, in mine, ,)t, s,,, k.(1 amicably between the con- - people that has ever been made. The
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. K.
of the Aivarado at 1:30 o'clock this and in factory, were unable to realize ,,.ndillK
but in all contests railroad rate law, the pure food law,
resepcmorning burned a. hole ten feet sqtiaie reasonable profits upon their
employer and employee alike must the meat inspection amendment to the
in a b ard noor and burned off six sup- five products, and when consumption oUy jhe ,aw whcb 'governs all and agricultural
appropriation
act, the
ports t: a tnin cement floor block, was at a minimum for the want of ,.", w.u ,n
boycott and the free alcohol law, the consular reform
The
whic;: in turn supports Ihe big steam steady employment by our people at i,ia Kiist will pass away
liability
legislation, the employers'
table of the hotel kitchen. The sever- fair wages. In its operations that law
all enacted at one session of con-ha- s
Government by Injunction.
spread more evenly and Justly, There has been much criticism and Kress, make a record of legislation
ing of the supports allowed the ce-- '
And Careful Dispensing, go to
United denunciation against al'egeel
ment block and steam tilde to drop over all production in the
has not been paralleled in
"gov- - which
The
Busy Little Drug Store
years.
,,y i,,junctioni" ani violent
into the cellar, occasioning much ex- States than any tariff law previously
Shippers of Commod tie.,
citement among the hotel help. The enacted. Under its workings, there aua,.Us mive ,,,.,, n,ade upon the Ju- at
7 West Railroad Avenue
alarm was also
through the came hope, confidence, employment, dkiary of the United States
During ' The amendment to the interstate
commerce
as
law,
the
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hotel corridor arousing the gue?sts. profitable production and universal the ,.;(e sesKon of congress
labor
who left the building until the smoke, prosperity, which has grown and in- - leaelers differed as to the legislation 'a
of Bicil', and the late legislation
which because of the long halls of the creased from year to year up to the ,h.t was (ll,sjr(li
Ml. (;m)u,rs ,)r0. Just enacted, coupled with many
time. Under it tlie people f,,KSs Io sl),,ak for the AmtVcan elsions by the supreme court of the
hotel, had penei rated nearly every
room of tlie structure, could be cleared workeel oil', their own salvation.
United States, render It reasonably
Federation, denounced the
Tariff vs. Democrats.
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that practices which had
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Says Message From iWarshal
Andeson. of Yuma. Ariz.
Still In Jail
UMDEK

A

BOND

We place on sale a big

$230.00

OF

How He Worked Dornhcckter
$20 on a Worthless
Check.

one-tenth-

For

our stock, leaving your own
good judgment to do the rest.

Actinic Chief f Police Kennedy is
In receipt of a telegram from Marshal
Andcrpnn of Yuma. Arizona, referring

in the check swindler, Burdett, or

Edward Langlnls, arrested a few days
a pi on complaint of R. C. Dornheckler,
who stated that Hurdett. or Langlosls,
had (fiven nim a check for $!' on the
Denihit National bank, which he cashed sn.l winch
was later returned,
,1
ma
"iix)tested for non payment."
1
Message reads:
"CI

.'

its

f

"Ynnm. Ariz., Auk. 15, lalKi.
of Police, Ai.iuquerque, New

"Hurdett has long criminal record.
oi him. Letter of explanation fol"HOB ANDERSON'.

"Marshal.
Burden, as he registered at the Savoy hotel, came here seme days ago
presumably from Deming. He slopped
at :he Savoy hotel.
Iater he met
Oomheckler, a restaurant man, and
entered into negotiations with him to
purchase his restaurant, telling Dornheckler that he was expecting checks
in eve ry day's mall.
Dornheckler accompanied him to the
pnstoffice one clay where Burdett received a letter. Ostentatiously tearing opfn the envel.''pe he discovered a
check for $20 on the Deming National
hank, and signed with the name of E.
M. Windsor. This check Dornheckler
cashed tor him. thinking of course
that the check was good. The police
now think that when Burdett was in
Deming he made cut the check, wrote
th letter to himself, mailed it in a
street hox, and then came here to pe- d
ceivo ;t. 1 ne letter, which was
to huve lieen written by Windsor - well as the check, is declared
to have been a (orrery.
In the same letter Burdett also received a cheek for $r,0 which he was
just about to ga cashed ny Pete Ouil-lohotel,
proprietor of the Savoy
when Officer Kennedy interfered and
.
swinell-ingspoiled the sec?ntt attempt at
Burdett was taken into custody
and declared that he would make good
the amounts secured on the worthless
checks, by getting the money from his
wife, whom He declared was in Deming. However, he has heard nothing
from his wife as yet, and still lingers
in the county jail, under $2"iH bonds,
to await the action of the grand jury.
Cluck swindlers in Albuquerque
have oeen m re than numerous of
mee? nun me nuice art? ut'iei uiuil'u hi
put a stop to it by prosecuting vigorously all such cases. Burdett's crim-lr.E- l
career will be traced and the Information used against him at his
lcithroming trial. It is supposed,
judging from the telegram,
he
t
was eiuier arrested in Yuma for a
similar crime, or else was an inmate
of tlie Yuniii penitentiary. The letter
of information from Marshal Ander-s:is exported to arrive in a day or
twr, when Burdete s past career in
crime will be exiosed.
Swindler Mosher, who was released
fr.'m the county jau a few davs ago.
wliere he had been incarcerated on a
marge similar to the one against
gave a easn bond of $25u, and it
is reported that he has left the city,
some say for good, as it is no. expected that he will allow $2"i0 to stand
lift ween him and liberty.
sup-po?"-

n
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BEATER
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FRANCISCO ARMIJO BOUND OVER
IN SUM OF $100 WIFE NOT
INCLINED TO PROSECUTE

Frauciscn Arniijo, a resident of
whet was arrested at midnight.
August 14. on a charge of beating hit;
wife and kic iung her into insensibility,
was today bound over to await the
action of ihe grand jury in Justice
Crawford's court, in the sum of $1mii,
which so far he has failed to furnish.
The wife, witn a iiule baby in her
arms, appeared hi court this morning
as per tlie minim: ns, but did not seem
inclined to give any very damaging
testimony against her husband. She
admitted that he had beat her s.veral
times before, but attributed his cruelty to strong drink. She said he gave
her about $l.:,o per week to suppoit
herself and baby.
A brother el the woman. T. H. Lopez, appeared in court voluntarily and
Judge Crawford to deal out
tome puuiniimcnt to Armijo, as the
lit or had t o often
his
sister. Thi wife would not sin a c
husband
hut Lopez
aeaint her
e'.id.

and

jury

;:

Armij

s a
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e.
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For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
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The Williams Drag Company
THE BLUE FRONT
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ASSERT THAT THEY ARE BEING
DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST IN
THE MATTER OF PRIZES-ERR- OR
TO BE REMEDIED

II. r,ii.:gs & Co., pi ijnietois of
va liic'i'.i I'hannaiy. have iibb-10 the 1st of prizes for th- - h.iby show
ty donating a hands me 2' toilet set
'le pivuie-- l IMI'I baby at
to be give
l he show.
A
I.iim
And hereby lun'-- s a i.i'.i
wail, tlguraively s: caking, of ci!ire.
is ;oing up iMiin lb'' btl y l'iy. who
e'eciare that the l.ai.y girl.-- are getting
the best of it In tae matter of prizes.
;.nd that tbey. tlie- buys, are- being discriminated avails'. All of which is
true, as tlie majority ol ill in !..-- so
far donated have
for s une par-- t
le'ti if styb
f baby j:irl.
However. Iho.e in charfce of this
ieature of the twenty sixth auiiiial fair,
s'ate that ie the' s.'imv take p.ie
e
niing-- ; will have
en eveae
bov bubus
iil have ait
a ..lez. u;'t! Jj: M. ,, tbe g- l.t!er
!;.
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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ations among the members of the
profession. The convention will last
two days. The meetings are item
the court house.

SAYS
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CHIEF OF THE ARMY
SIGNAL SERVICE

GEOKGE WASHINGTON.

A MAN

Of Color. Lea Considerable Money
For Education of Boys of
His Own Kace.
Brigadier Gen-NeBrigadier Genet the army, has sailed for Europe,
where he will remain several months.
He will attend the International
conference,
Telegraphy
Wireless
which will be held In Berlin, beginning on October 3. With him sailed
iBrlgadler Generals Thomas H. Barry
and W. P. Duvall, and Captains P. E.
Traub and U. C. Sehaum, who are to
attend the German army maneuvers
In September.
New York, Aug.

15.

w

York. Aug. 16.

In November,

CAUSE SHE COULDN'T

MEMORY OF
HORATIO SEYMOUR
Pomppy. N. Y., Aug. 18. The peo- of tuis city are honoring the
l ie
memory of Horatio Seymour by a

HELP
j

HAD-

j

Governor
grand celebration today.
Seymour, who was twice chief execu-'- j
the of this state, and was ihe democratic candidate for president against!
General Grant, was born here In 1811.
The celebration has been arranged by
the Kev. Father George S. Mahon,
pastor of the Catholic church of this
Many promlneent men have
town.
been Invited to attend the celebration
and hundreds of visitors are here to
hear the addresses, which will be delivered at the memorial meeting this
Seymour's old home In
afternoon.
this city still stands and an crrort
will be made to have it preserved ns
a historic monument.
FRATERNAL
CONGRESS AT MONTREAL
Montreal, Que., Aug. 1H. The National Fraternal Congress opened yesterday, with a well attended meeting
at Karn hall. The convention Is of
Importance, as many
considerable
questions of momentous Interest to
societies of the United
fraternal
States and Canada will be presented
and discussed. The convention or
congress will remain In session four
days.
The National .Fraternal Congress
was organized In Washington, I). C,
on November 16, 1886. There are now
over sixty societies In the United
States and Canada affiliated with the
congress. These societies represent a
total membership of more than five
million persons and their annual disbursement, of benefits Is over $'10,000,- NATIONAL

FREE EDUCATION FOR
. SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES
Jerseyville, 111., Aug. 16. Uuder l- -e
direction of Charles S. White of this
Is
examination
city a competitive
held here today, for the purpose of
selection from the large number of
candidates entered for the examination the two who show the greatest
merit. Under the conditions of the
will of George Washington, a former
slave, who died two years ago In this
county and left a considerable sum for
scholarships for negroes, the two suc- 000.
cessful candidates will be educated
RED MEN
free of charge at the expense of the NEW YORK
IN ANNUAL CONVENTION
endowment fund.
Poughkeepsle, N. Y., Aug. 13. The
Improved Order of Red Men of this
FAMILY REUNION OF
slate began its four days' annual con
LIBBY DESCENDANTS
Cape Porpoise, Conn., Aug. 16. The vention here today under auspicious
conditions. The attendance is large
descendants of John Llbby. who came and
that there will be
to this country from England about moreIt is expected
than 1,000 men In line at tomor1630, will hold their annual family reunion at the Casino here, this after- row's parade. Extensive pteparatlons
noon and evening. An excellent shore have been made for the event and
of beautifully
dinner will be served to the members there will be a number
Of the family and several Interesting decorated floats In the procession.
addresses will be delivered.
"Make Ha While the un Shines."
There Is a lesson In the work of the
FIGHTS OF TELEPHONE
thrifty
farmer. He knows that the
COMPANY TO BE SOLD bright sunshine may
last but a day
Trenton, N. J., Aug. 16. The larg- and he prepares for the showers
est auction sale held In this city for
which are so liable to follow. So It
a great many years will be held In should be with every household. Dysafternoon,
office,
this
sheriff's
entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
the
when the entire rights of the Inter- may attack some member of the home
city
company
of
Telephone
this
state
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
will le sold.
The building cf the Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whlc'a
company here, together with the fix- Is the best known medlciae for these
tures and appurtenances, Is said to be diseases, should always be kept at
worth between three and four million hand, as Immediate treatment Is necdollars. The sale is part of the re- essary, and delay may prove fatal. For
organization plan of the company. The sale by all druggists.
ale will be conducted by Bayard
Stockton, a special master In chan"THE SPECIAL SALE THAT
cery, appointed for that purpose.
COUNTS."
ABSTRACTERS HOLD
FIRST CONVENTION
Madison, WU., Aug. 16. The Abstracters of the State of Wisconsin
are holding their first annual conven
tlon here today. The association was
recently organized and Its object Is
to promote the general welfare of the
abstract business, to make the exam

laurent was killed.

BE-

195.

This occurred

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Avenel declares that he intends to
the two men and revenge the
death of his partner. One of the men
was arrested in California, but It was
not possible to make out a strong
ense against him, and he was later
released.
Avenel says that he has
learned that the other man went to
Mexico, and that he will search Mex- Ico In the effort to locate him.
Laurent was a sailor and It Is said
that he was at Port Arthur during
the late war. Me was Joined by Avenel In Chicago, and together they
walked over the greater part of the
western country.
Avenel carries with him a large
book of letters and testimonials of
various newspaper men. chiefs of p- lice and city officials showing that he
has visited thp places mentioned.
Avenel speaks some English and
says that he understands better than
he
that
he sneaks.
He declares
speaks Spanish better than ho does
English, and that he expects to have
irouwe wim ine language
Mexico and South America.

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
Cash Clearance Sale began Thursday,
August atd. Great bargains to be had
r
Garin Women s
ments.
Read our half page ad
In this paper this week and see tine
bargains in Women's Suits, Skirts and
Waists.
Money Talks.
Ready-to-Wea-

-

AM-

BITIONS FOR THE STAGE AND
SIGNED ATTORNEY'S NAME TO
CHECKS.
Special Correspondence.
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 16. Leaning
upon the shoulder of Attorney Samuel
Heimlich, whose name she forged four
times, Miss Rose Peterka, 19, for a
week substitute stenographec in the
United States district court, was led
she confessed that she Is a forger
cause she cannot Help It.
Before fhe lattice, the girl stood
alone. She wore a simple white gown,
a pretty hat and a purple veil. She
wept as the charge was read.
"I did It: 2 did It! I don't
she exclaimed. "He told me
not to do It."
The girl's confession was short.
"She has a mania for forging," the
attorney said.
"She forged three chocks when she
I told her It would
was with me.
lead her to Jail. She said she couldn't
help It. Now she is here."
"Only one thing to do," said Whe-la"I'll bind her over."
"Do something;
can't you save
me?" she urged In a whisper In Heiiu-llch- 's
ear.
He did not reply.
Miss Peterka was arrested after
forging Heimlich's name to a check
'
".
The gfrl has appeared at several
amateur theatricals and has had am
bitlons to go on the stage. She was
planning a trip to New York at once.
About a year ago she gained some
notoriety when she filed a suit against
J. J. Denemark of Cleveland, claiming that he had used her pictures on
the cover of a sofa pillow that he was
selling. Her horror at the Idea of
being sat upon damaged her to the
extent of $2,000, she claimed.
"
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OF
STORY
FRENCHMAN WHO
HAS BEEN THREE YEARS
AND HALF ON ROAD.

...SANTA fTbRANCII...
Effective December 10,1905
Eastbound.
No. 42?.

T.cJ.

3:""

Port low

Louis Avenel, Frecnhman and
resentatlve as he claims of the Petit
of Paris, France, Is in El
Paso, according to the Herald of that
town. He goes south through Mexico
on nis journey to souin America, av- enel is traveling around the world on
foot and gathering material
for a
book. He has been touring the world
for three years and a half, and expects at the end of ten years to have
gone the entire distance around the
world. He left France, as he claims,
and he has to support himself only on
what he has received while on the
road.
While traveling in company with
Gustav Laurent of Marseilles, France,
two rough men set upoa the pair nnd
.

Westbound.
Station!.

No. 425.

Puel.lo

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lr.

12:61 p m
Epanola
11:00am Lv. Santa Fe
3:00 p m
4:02 p m
4:32 p m
6:45 p m
8:30 p m
2:11 p m

11:05

pu

9:40 pta
7:00 p m
1:26 p tn
3:30 pm

Ar,

Barranca
11:36pm
Servllleta
10:29 p m
Tres Pledras
10:00pm
Antonlto
8:10 pm
Alamosa
6:40am
Embudo
12:26 p m
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.

j

'

Connection.

w$

BOSS M'CARREN PAY:

At Antonlto, for Durango, SUverto
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La yeta Pas-the narrow gauge via Sallda, making the entire trip In daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
Also for all points on the
GORGE.
Creede branch.
Traveling Freight
A. 8. BARNEY,
and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HQOPER. G. P. A..
Denver, Colo.
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COMMON

WIFE

BROOKLYN'S DEMOCRATIC LEAD
ER ALLOWED A JUDGMENT TO
MRS. DIXON
GO BY DEFAULT
TELLS ABOUT HER LOVE FOR
AND HIS
McCARREN

m

j

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

s,)ecal Correspondence.

N"

Aug. 16.Wheter,
York.
Mrs. Minnie H. Dixon will finally be
the possessor of the $200,000 awarded
her by default Judgment In the su-

preme court of Brooklyn, only time
can tell. Senator "Pat" McCarren
insists that she will have to tell her
story to 12 good men before he will
pay over the large sum that was
J. S. Tortious of Paducah, Ky., la the tallest as well as the thinnest
awarded by his
in memoer of the Order of Elks. He received a prize of $25 for each of these
court.
qualities at the recent reunion of Elks in Denver. He Is 24 years old and
The small boy whom Mrs. Dixon 6 feet 11
Inches In height.
Insists Is the "living Image" of the
man she claims as her "common law"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
husband, la a pretty boy of 3 years. me as his wife to some of his closest
If the case ever comes to trial, the friends and to some of our relatives.
features of this boy will probably and even allowed these 10 know of
iHomestead Entrv No. 6263.)
play a strong part as "exhibt A."
the parentage of the child, still he Department of the In rlor. Land Of-Mrs. Dixon herself Is a pretty wo- always warned me to keep the matflce at ganta Fe, New Mexico, July
man. She is refined In manner, in ter secret from the general public'
1906.
speech and voice, unexepected as this
Baby Pat McCarren was born three
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- is in a woman who has made the years ago this August. His baptismal owmg named settler has filed notice
public clamor she has. She Is a Can name is that of the senator's, with of hIa intontlon to make final troof
ne attorney 01 jn gupport 01 his claim, and that said
ailian by birth, and has an older son the Junior added.
uy a former marriage. She does not Mrs. Dixon. Martin M. Wyvell, giv s nroof wm v8 made hefore the nrobate
claim that Patrick Henry McCarren, as her ground of complaint, that the cierk at Albuquerque, New iexlco, on
jr wa3 a cnlid of legitimate
senator entered into agreement of a September 6, 1906, viz.:
s
lock. He was the result of a union common law marriage. This was three ' Felix Garcia y Salazar, of
after he met her. in 1902. The querque, Bernalillo county, New
that lasted several years, according
made to the woman,
to Mrs. Dixon, and she onlv asked
f0r the NEU. SEVi, Section 10:
the aid of the courts when the sen- - according to her lawyer, were that a nw4 SWVi, Section 11, Township 10
ator ceased to provide for her and valid marriage, with its entailing north. Range 5 east.
public ceremonies, would Injure him
small Pat.
He nanus the following witnesses
as democratic leader of Brooklyn, and to prove his continuous residence upon
"I love Senator McCarren as
as any woman ever loved her that Senator McCarren knew that and cultivation of said land, viz.
husband and father of her children," "common law mnrrlages", no longer
Pilar Trujillo, Francisco Olguin, Da-ri- o
declared Mrs. Dixon when sneaking of existed in this state, when he enter- Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca, allot
Carpenter, New Mexico.
her strange suit. "My life for the ed into this agreement.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
last four years has been wrapped up
Register.
TAKE A PLUNGE
In him, and I have been forced to
the
suffer actual want because he refused
Babv won't suffer five minutes with
to recognlzie me openly as his wlfei
SWIMMING POOL.
Open Dally, croup K you apply Dr. Thomas' Elec- 504 North First Street,
and our little boy as his son.
trie Oil at once. It acts like magic.
10 a,
to 10 p. m.
"While the senator acknowledged

(In effect July 1, 190G.)
Eastbound.
No. 2. Atlantic Express, arrive 7:61
a. m., departs 8:25 a. in.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrive
:lt
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8. Chicago & Kansas1 C"y Es
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:S
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
11:05 a. m departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
p. m.

1- -2

1

rep- -

a in

4 :.15 a ni
7 : SO
m

,.,.

1ST

1906.

18.

D.5R.oystcm

TALLEST ELK IS SIX FEET ELEVEN

at Redding, Cal.

find

HONOR

Cone to Europe to Attend the
Wireless Telegraph Conference at Berlin.

SHE FORGED

CITIZEN.

EVENING

j

n

Southbound-No- .

27

p. m.

El Paso train, departs at 12:35

Local freight train, No. 99. south- bound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrlve3- a. m.
No. 1 rung direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
AH trains dally.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.

7:j

Albu-month-

j,

dy

Galveston's Sea Wall
makes life now as safe In that city as
on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
who resides on Dutton street. In
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
eafety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption the past five years and It keeps
me well and safe. Before that time
I had a cough whlcu for years had
been growing worse. Now It's gone."
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
whooping cough and prevents pneumonia. Pleasant to take. Every uot-tl- e
guaranteed at all druggists. Price
50c and $1. Trial bottle free.

TH E GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS COMPANY'S!
Outing Flannel Special 500 pieces of good
Outing Flannel, In fancy and plain colors, on sale at, per yard
6 X"2
Japanese Silk Special One lot of Japanese
Silk, 20 Inches wide, in white, tlack,
light blue, pink, navy, and cardinal;
well worth 35c a yard. Sale Price, per
yard
22 1-- 2

CASH C
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ONLY TWO DAYS MORE

4S

at

MEN'S SUITS
Men's $15 Suits Reduced to $9.75
f

The best clothing inado for the original
price; high quality materials, guaranteed
Complete
by the Golden Rule.
suits, made from fancy Cheviots, fine
smooth finished Worsteds, and Blue Serges. If your size is In the assortment you
can get a full $15 value in a etylish suit for
only

89 75

Items of Interest

50
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yards of the Best Fancy Sllkolene at, per yard
6 1"2
2,000 yards of pretty Scotch Lawns (only 12 yards to a customer) on sale at,
per yard
2 1"2
12

pieces of Wash Silks, fancy striped, sold regularly at 35 cents a yard (only
one dress to a customer).
Sale Price, per yard
15

White Curtain Swiss Muslin, 36 inches wide, in a great variety of patterns;
worth 15c the yard.
Sale Price
10
20 pieces of best Corded Wash Silks; sold at 65c a yard (only one dress to
each customer).
Sale Price, per yard
25
Bird's-Ey- e
Cotton Special 100 pieces of Best Sanitary Diaper Cloth, 22
inches wide; lo yards to the piece. On sale at, the piece
G9
C5

pieces of Fancy Foullard Dress Silks,
Salt? Price, only
yard.

23

Inches wide; sold up to

$1.75

the

39J

pieces of Best Standard Prints, In grays, reds, navy
Your choice of all, at, per
and black, nice clean goods (not remnants).
yard
4 l-- 2
Special for the Children Oae lot of "Child's Delight" Embroidery Outfits,
everything complete; very useful for the children. Sale Price, each

Prints and Calicoes

500

Hotel Napkins, good

.size, come in

50
red and white, and are first class.

Each

150

Sale
Huck Towels, size 16x32, the best ever shown for the price.
lTic, each
50
100 pieces of lh' i fiiiighaiiis, good quality, new patterns, placed on sale a',
p r yard
00
23 pieces of Vhi:e (Vitou Toweling has been placed on sale at, per yd... .'3

All-Lin-

Crash,

18

Inches wide.

8

Fine Linen Tea Toweling, In fancy checks; sold at from 10c to
Sale Price, only

0

Brilliantine In brown, black, navy,
red and green; all valued at S0c a yard.
Sale Price, per yard
580

50

Hosiery Specials

l-2- 0

12c the yard.

7

1-2-

Fine Wash Goods, in silk mulls, silk
and other novelties, sold up to
43c a yard. On Sale at
150
Novelty Wash Goods, our very finest, values
as high as 73c a yard. Sale Price 250
Silk Petticoats One lot of fine garments,
Sale
iu assorted colors, sold for $ti.
Price
$3 50

--

Sale Price

8

Fine Lawns and Dimities, which sold up
Sale Price, per yard
to 25c a yard.

I
One lot of

50
Extra Outing Flannel Special-O- nly
pieces to be sold; best 12c grades; in
Sale Price
plaiu and fancy colors.

h

ar

Read the list over and you cannot and will not miss this Cash Clearance Sale.
The Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Merchandise of Quality.

500

50 dozen

loo Men's Fine Suits, the latest cuts and
nobby patterns, all bright and new, good
assortment of tUes, all worth from $17.50
to $2. Your choice for this halo 12

aL

B

GREAT BARGAIN SPECIALS

IH'f dozvn

The Best Offer Ever Made

W

A

A Clearance of Dress Goods, Silks, White Goods, Table Linens, Women's
Goods, Hosiery, Notions, Women's
and Children's Shoes, and Men's and Boys' Clothing. The way to sell is to reduce the prices on desirable merchandise, and
give the people what they expect and what they want. That is what we have always done, and also what we are doing for
this Great Clearance Sale. Note the Prices and Profit by it, and REMEMBER THESE PRICES ARE FOR CASH ONLY

36-in- ch

Corset Special Warner' High Class Girdle
Corsets, all sizes. In white and drab,
very latest styles, all go In this sale

k

vy-i-

Pongee, worth
Pongee SHk Special
$1.00 a yard. Sale Price, per yard G5
Silk Eolienne Special 36 inches wide, a
beautiful gauze material, very suitable
for evening wear; In old rose, pink, reseda, light blue, cardinal, grey, also
black and white; these goods never
Sale
sold at less than 75c a yard.
Price
49

2A

j flni
READ OUR PAY DAY SPECIALS

ZZa

Ready-to-We-

The Best China Silk 2 S Inches wide, 40
pieces to pick from, full line of shades,
worth 65c a yard. Sale Price. .. 39

I

1)

Black Lace Hose, worth 25c a pair.
Sale Price
12 0

50 doz.

120

1-2-

pieces of Cresceus Apron Check Gingham, all colors; a good quality, and
all you want of It and whenever you want It, at, per yard
50
50 pieces of "Daisy" Bleached Muslin, 3G Inches wide.
Sale Price, per
yard
50
20 dozen Ladles' New White Wash Belts; very neat and worth 23c each.
Bale Price
100
Women's Skirts, made of Brilliantine, in navy, black and brown; all new
Sale
styles and assorted sizes; over 20 skirts ao pick from; worth $1.
Price
S2 50
Sale
Pearl Buttons, the kind you pay 10c a dozen for; any size 1G to 22.
10
Price, per dozen
100 pieces of fine All Silk Messaline and Dresden Ribbons, Nos. Co and 80;
worth 40c to tiOc the yard.
Sale Price only
200
good
43
wide;
inches
42
and
Pillow Cases Only 20 dozen, but a great value;
quality of muslin; while they last, at, each
100
25 dozen
Lawn Kimonos, assorted sizes; very pretty, neat and cool.
Your choice, each
100
C3c
a
only,
worth
white
and
Vhina
200 yards of
Silk, 27 inches wide. In black
yard.
Sale Price
42 1'20
a yard.
Sale
10 pieces of Heavy Crash Toweling, extra va!ue: worth
7 0
Price
500 pieces of the best Gibraltar Percale, worth 12'ic a yd. Sale price 8

56

Plain Black and Black with white
Sale
feet hose, a regular 20c value.
0
Price
12
One lot of Fancy and Black Lace Hose,
worth up to 73c a pair. Sale Price, per
pair
35c

200 doz.

1-2-

Ready-to-we-

ar

Values

Clearance Sale of our entire assortment of
r
garments at lower prices
tha never offered before opportunities you
must take advantage of. To Induce quick
selling we have divided all the garments
into "lots," which you will find exactly as
advert ised.

--

ready-to-wea-

Black Silk Coats
special In fine silk coats, over fifty to
pick from, made of taffeta anil peau de soie,
each. Sale Price
sold at from $11 10 $

A bii

lc

1-2-

1

S7 50

Remember These Prices are for Cash Only!

I
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THURSDAY, AUGUST.

16,

ALBUQUERQUE
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YESTERDAYS GAMES
National League.

At Clnclnnatl- -

Cincinnati
r'lillatiolp. la
Batteries
wlns ami
(hie nr., I Dooin.

"Lovers and Lunatics"

R. H E.
.

...

1
8
4
3
Rit- -

1

Sthlel;

At C..IC.1SO

The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy

3

10 16
7 6

Benefit of Highland Methodist Church

UmMmii

PASSES

IS-

-

AFTER

SUED

s
Railroads of Middle West to
Call In Free Transportation at Once.

'MY

iiniiji i'

Wi"'iiBim-'iiyawi''h-

4.9

o

Batteries
WiLis.
Lleueld
and
Phelps; Dorner and Brown
At St. Ixmis St. Louis New York'
same postponed on nccount of New:
Yt""k C'Ub not arrlvlnK-

i

year, decreased $2.980.1100. or
Ter
cent, ana lert net earnings of 2.94,- WO. a gain of $U.fi8S (tint, or nearly 30
per cent, the mileage averaged 8.433,
an Increase of only 128 miles or about
lMs per cent. In seven years, since
1899, the yearly gross earnings have
increased ji,&ai,iHMi, or over 92 per)
cent, and the net earnings $6,640,000
or over 61 per cent. The system has
increased 1.400 nines. r 2o per cent,
and the character of the property has
by liberal exbeen improved
penditures from earnings In that
period.

'

Room 1, N. T. Armljo Bldg.

American League.
At Boston
R. H. E.
Chicago
g 6 0
.
Boston
A Mystery Solved.
0 5 6
Batteries WalBh and" Sullivan"How to keep off periodic attacks of
J
Tannehili and Peterson.
biliousness and hnultual constipation
At r niiadeipjia
R H. E. was a mystery that Dr. King's New
Cleveland
3 11 1 Life Pills solved for me, writes John
Philadelphia
The
3
9
1 N. Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind.
Batteries Rhoades, Bemis and Bite-lo- only pills that are guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction to everybody or
Bygert and Powers.
At Washington
R. h. E. money refunded, only 25c at all
Washington
4
7 0
St. Louis
2 10 4
Batteries Patten and Wakefield;
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
reity and u uonnor.
Thiy ofrpom( WeakiifM, Irrf m- At new York .
R. H. E.
inrlty nnd unilKilii,liH-rt-Afitror
Detroit
2
6 2
ll "paini of nirnitrua.
and
uey are
j,;ew York
un."
10 15 4
iirr Kitvrr'
womanhood,
ii
to(Mrtt
antinic
Batteries Mullin,
Tlopimnt of nrfrnn sntl (mhIt. No
Sutiank
and i
known rimrty fur women equali
Payne; Newton and Th.mas.
pomp a lrnrp. PI jnr hom
nv mux
"tin ni nriitrariaia.
M0TT CHEMICAL CO ..'i4lu.
Western League.
At .)es Moines
FOR
BY
ANN & SON.
SALE
R. H. E.

RAILROAD

MEN FAVOR
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE
is
by many railway
predicted
It
men that within a few years the elec-trlcal engine will entirely supercede
the steam locomotive as a means of

j

Js

1

hauling freigat and pnssenger trains.
Experiments recently made In the enst
A dispatch fr:m Chicago says: Con- support this prediction. The first highfirmation of the report prevalent in speed passenger electric locomotive, Des Moines
14 21 1
Chicago railroal circles mat practical- No. 6000, built jointly by the General Omaha
2
ly all annual passts Issued by western Loconvrtive works for the New York
TlAttcrlns nillon on.l riovtaM
'
,, oondlng.
railroads will become void after Au- Central lines, has proved in every way XeBy
gust 28 was secured today In the of- OIlUBIOt IU1
1H7
J!,,,,w Ctttr
fllUlf IJtlH I Will"
it. H. E.
THE SHORT LINE
fice of tne various railroads here.
a uu'mmf- - mut- - uit ini iiif ivni SlOllY City
7 17
2
FROM
The action is the result of a con- tracks outside of Schenectady and h;is Pueblo
8 15 0
ference held a week ago by a commit- ben put througn a series of exhaustive
Batteries Corbett.
and
Jackson
tee of executive oiocers of western tests successinlly. It has been shown Hess; Minor and RennicKer.
commerce that it can be operated cheaper tnan a
roads wlta the Interstate
At Lincoln
R. H. E.
commission
requirements steam locomotive, the maintenance ex- Lincoln
on the
1
1
8
To-- St.
of he new Hepburn rate law. The is- penses, including inspection, amount- Denver
3
2
0
cents a
suance of the Important edict has fol- ing to a fraction les tnan 1
Batteries
Kitter
ZInran;
and
lowed almost immediately. The only mile as against 6i cents a mile, the Wright and Zalusky.
Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
exceptions to the new rule are those average expense 01 running steam lospecifically stated as coming within comotives.
American Association.
the provisions f tne act".
At Kansas City
AND THE NORTHWEST.
The number of railways 1n the Kansas City
2
MAKING HASTE NOW.
hands of receivers
to de- Louisville
3
The general opposition has been crease, the few that continue
have been added
At St. Paul
that the transportation clause of the to the list in recent
years being more St. Paul
new law did not go into effect until than offset by
number of receive;'
5
Jan. 1907, but the ground now taken ships that werettieended by foreclosure Columbus
At Mil wan Kee
is that the old interstate commerce or by
ndly reorganization
Milwaukee .
0!
act prohibited the Issuance of free sale, says the railway Age. wltlrmt
In the Iniliani joi.s
5
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
transportation, and therefore the
six months of this year only five!
first
gam
Second
passes are illegal anyway. To short roads, with a total of 184
miles
3
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
get within the law as speedily as pos- of lines, were placed in charge of the Milwaukee
10
sible an agreement was reached that courts, whe five roads, with 176 miles Indianapolis
DUBUQUE,
WATERLOO,
GALENA,
At .Minneapolis
all Illegal outstanding transportation were restored to their owners uy snle, Minneapolis
2
28.
August
should be cancelled
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
and another, having . miles coniplet- - Toledo
!...".!.' 5
The section of the old law which ed. was found solvent and
to
returned
to the above
The
service
finest
train
say
issuing
lawyers
prohibits
the
the
Summer uiarrnoea in Children,
the original company. Wo
iversbi;)
points; also to New Orleans, Memof free transportation is one that reads has been established this rect
During
r
the
hot
of
weatu'
year as a;
the
phis, Vicksburg,
Evansvllle, Ind.;
"Nor shall any carrier charge or deof financial difficulties of recent mei' montus the first unnatural loose- - Vnahvilln Turin
Atlanta Cln . Tsjtlr.
mand or collect or receive a greater
rlgin and no new insolvencies are in neas of a child's bowels should have sonvllle Fla. and all other points in
or less or different compensation for sight
apprehended at the ; resent immediate attention, so as to check the south and southeast.
such transportation of passengers or time.
the .disease
heforn ft i.ecnmAs Gorlnna
w .
i
Office, 805 Seventeenth St.,
Ticket
connecany
in
n t . ,
property, or for
service
few
doses
BSty,la
Denver Colo, Dhnn
Mhi 1 10R
specition therewith, than the amount
ip.,if
Colic.
Chamberlains
Cholera
and
unimmu pnispeiuv continues
JAMES CULTON,
fied In the published tariffs."
Diarrhoea
(
by
Hemedy
followed
a
dose
uomenai. eacti av furn shin? fresh
Commercial Aqt
A RATE BILL CONFERENCE.
evidence in the form of good reports of castor oil to cleance the system
Wllllunm'
Indian Pile
M.
Rev.
O.
pastor
Stockland,
A dispatch to the New York Sun says Henry Clews.
of the
During the six
Snr.
will cure lllind,
memths ending June 30. 190R, earnings first M. E. churou, kittle Falls, Minn.,
E PUeRfrom Atlantic City says:
and lulling
It alisortiN the tumors.
Ve have used Chamberlain's
"There are rumors here :f a coming were reported for 182,000 miles, or 85 writes:
ulluyB the itcbiiiK at oinc, acts
railroad conference to consider a fight per cent of the entire country, aggre- Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
UB a noullk'e. irlVfH instant
rf.
lief. Dr. Wllliiims'luillnnPileOlnt.
to be made against the railroad rate gating $941,000,000. This was an in- for several years and find It a very
Ik
for
merit
nrenari'd
Pllcnanil
h.
Iu
j
sum-lawvaluable
remedy,
especially
crease
for
bill. Last night nearly a hundred
of over 14 per cent, the largest
Ing of the private purta. Kvery box Is
yers, so it Is said, known to represent rate of gain since 1900, when the In mer disorders in children." Sold by all
wurrnnieii.
iiv ami.'KisiK. ny nmil on
of pripf. 60 cent, and
.(H. WILLI1MS
railroad Interests arrived here and crease was slightly below 14 per cent. druggists.
MANUFACTURING
CO.. Propn,
levelaud,
there are a score or more of railroad AnJtner proof or business activity was
A Citizen Wact ad does the work.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
officials here who have arrived lately. the clearing house returns for tne
"Great secrecy Is maintained over seven months ending July 30. Their
the reports rf the coming meeting and total for tnat period was $91,751,000.- at the hotel where the delegation of ooo, an increase of 12 nr rent thi
lawyers arrived with a battalion of gain was exceptionally well distributstenographers and clerks, all Informa- ed throughout the whole country,
tion, as well as the names 01 the new- showing that speculation in the financomers was refused. It Is said that cial centers had no important part in
Face-Forward
anv meeting held with lie in secret." these figures.
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Illinois Central R.R.

1

1

fcuc-ie-

COLORADO

11

Albuquerque Carriage Go
CORNER OF FIRST 8TREET AND TIJERA3 AVENUE.

r. fi. SCHWENTKER,
Managar tor Now Moxleo and Northern Arlmona

-

-

.
.... you as io quamy.
....10 price,
.
ii.
uuy pruiecis
as
you can t beat ours on the
same grade of goods.
Our repair ehop Is In the bands of skilled men and la equipped
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, wlta
upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call

1

j

Boston

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workman- hip will be made good
without expense to thai
owner. Irrespective of

s

policy-holder-

j

ONE NIGM7

g

Strond

Guarantee

as a most satisfactory settlement.
I was one of your first
in th's city. During the past
twenty yeirs have paid tne premiums to protect my family. Just as
I have paid fire Insurance premiums to protect my property, and now.
In contrast w.,n Are Insurance.
find I have made a most profitable
Investment; I have not only had $ii 0e0 life pr:tec.on for twenty
years, but an the premiums paid during those years have been returned to me in cash, and In addition, tih7.o(t.
...is Is a practical
demonstration of your cartful ercnomicsl management.
I
say
to
Is
It
needless
that heartily commend the Pacific Mutual
We to the Insuring public.
Yours very truly,
M. A. NEWMARK.

1

Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
Tuesday, August 28, 1006

This

fter due consideration I de bled to accept option No. 1. I tnere-foram pleased to acknowledge r; celpt of your check f:r $4.ttu. ,

Pittsburg
3
9 3
'Boston
5 15 4
Batteries Lynch. I'hllllpl and Gib-son; Young and Needhani.
'
Second game
R. H. E.
Pittsburg
10 18 0

General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c

PAGZ SEVEN

$l,u5.no.j

2
4

Brown, Lundjsren
and
l.Moran a:i.l Wilsh; MeLi:yre and Ber- gen.
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.

STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

.

t

R. H. E.

Chlraxo
Brooklyn
Battel ir.,

CITIZEN

U Anceies. Cat.. .Tun fi. 1906.
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance company, Lcs Angeles, California.
1
Uentlemen:
recently received your letter advising me of the
maturity of my policy No. H.;,20. dated June 1. 1886, twenty payment
life, for IS.Ono, offering nie ,ne of the following opt.ons In settlement:
-First Total cash surrender value Hlfio.no (being B67.O0 more than
paid In premiums, besides twenty years of insurance free, which upon
a
term basis, would have cost $lt25.65).
"Second insurance, fully paid, f r life. $;.,ooo and a dividend In cash
of $1,640. .. (being 47.i p. r cent of the totel premiums paid).
"Third Insurance lully paid, f life
844.00.
Foutth Cash annual Income for life, rt3.(Kl. (Being 10.4 per cent of
premiums paid; besides Insnran.e ii.r twenty vears free, valued at

ELKS OPERA HOUSE
Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906

EVENING

Albuquerque

Write For Agency.

Foundry and

Machine Works

t.

HALL, Rroprioior
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cara;
aftlafa.
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron FroaU
to
Buildings.
mopalro on Mining end mill Machlnory a Bpoolatty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqaeraaa, H. H.
.

Mrs. Bambini,

at her parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue, Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tret coma,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
G rural Ballding Supplies
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
Both Phones
Third and Marqocttt
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of the.se preparations are pure:y
vegetable compounds. Have J'trt added a vibrator machine for trevment
of scalp, face and cure of wr;;ikles.
We have received a car load of Lightning presses and In order to aell
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains them right out we will make
a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
and massage
us and car load freight
209

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOORS

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

KILLthe
and

couch

CURE ths LUNGS

WITH

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery
Price
and
60c
$1.00
NBC
Free Trial.
0UGHS

&

OLDS

Surest and ttuickeat Cure for U
THROAT and IAJNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

i

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER

&

CO.,

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON
WEDDING

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

i

sum-resu-

lt

'

'

Oil I

'

j

nt

Comrades, Attention J

along the same lines as the above,
reads as folows:
Persons holding railroad passes1
w uld better be prepared for a rude
awakening. August 20, as to the
value of this transportation when presented to 1 conductor. Stringent orders have been issued by transportation companies to take up all such
transportation in Interstate business.
There is also a report out that the
railroad eompanifs in this state who
have paid f r advertisements In transportation have been advised to pay
up in cash and withdraw the free
tickets.
"This rule will undoubtedly go into
effect," a;d a railroad man, "and people who hold such transportation and
are traveling on it on August 20 may
be put in an embarrassing position. Of
course, the rule will not hold go d.
.Men will be given transportation
as
formerly, and the object of the bill
will be defeat d by the agent simply
lmving a ticket r.nd presenting the
same to tne man. mid then charging
up l his transport it ion to his expense
account.''
The rtti.rnaci companies have be;n
lvuMzma for "veral years that free
' icn
t
is getting
to lie a
ei! an i ne ay which they
have t:iKn it, .!
the nnnoy-I'tic-

Engineer J. H. Fenner, who took engine 114 west on Tuesday evening,
was brought back to the city last night
on train No.
flat on his back, and
taken to the Santa Fe hospital. Mr.
Fenner has a badly strained back as
a result of the peculiar action tf the
reverse lever of engine 114, which
by an unruly movement gave a Jerk
and wrenched the muscles of the engineer's back. The injury Is not
though serious.

l

t:on

i.,n

n:--

'

'.1,

liniile
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j
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trains.

oKoooaxxcoo
Ka000Oa)Oe0OaOa000C00
Sts

"Hnsporta

APDOINTMENTS

11

Ft,

wiih
at Sari Iteinar-diC;i!.. :c. W. W. Welder, resinned. J i.. Cain liiis been appointed ashis:aii'
ninei r f s oti the
lilies east of A S'lipit nine, with ofticr
t Topi ka, Knti
i.f T. E I aiin ;
de n .
'.e-t-
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1

RECORD
TO BE PROUD OF

Santa Fe Record Opens Eyes
Rail
way World.
The Railway Ase
Atchixui.
Topcka & Santa Fe makes fine of the
most remarkable operative rhoius
'f the remarkable year ended June- 3".
Gross earnings reached $.! ii44.ihmi, an
increase of $H,t;ii8,nuii, or 14
r
eent; operating expeuses. which the
floods had swelled In the previous

ooooooooooo'ceoai
caowooeoeKocooooc--

u:

1

Meats.

Factory.

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled

In

INSURANCE,

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
f urniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

with Mauger & Avery, Boston
Office, 115 North

TO BELEN, N.

It

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsitc

Mi'
.aft.', VSra

.

i

The Belen Town and

Im-

RANKIN & CO.

STRONG BLOCK.

A. E. WALKER,

7

riRE

Secretary Mutual BulMlna Assort
tlon. Office at 217 West HallroaJ

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Sftott Barbsri Cemeteries.

avenue.

tad

MONUMENTS

"l

?11 N. Second

8t, Botk Phones.

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
Alt Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, comer of W
ington avenue, Albuquerque, N.

o
oooooKaoo
itoatm,a)
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE UJTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF U)TS ARE LOW AND
IERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

YOU

J3HN BECKED,

Pres.

M

BERGER,

Sec'y.

8t

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL BSTATsX
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Building.

MONEY CASH
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

provement Co.

First

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Albuquerque,

M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

MILL

INSURANCE.

Distillers:
FRANKFORT, KT,

Sole Agents.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6

OCXXX30C)OC3000(XXXXXXXXXX)Om

TOTI o OR API
Dealera In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqnora
and Clgara. Place your orders for
this Una with na
NORTH THIRD STREET.

Next to Walton's drug store, Sout
Third street.

Bond.

MELINI & EAKIN

SCREEN TIME
here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

la

O. A. SLEYSTHR

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PUBLIC.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Building,
Masonic
North Third Street.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Steam Sautage

OCCCOCXDCOOCOC03CXXXXXXXX)I

CO-'ilN- C.

,

A

Location
B.

l.ay.U
has been appo.nie
ttii?;rnii of lists on the coast
Tnpeka ti Santa
itacs of tin Atcliii-on- .

MAKES

COME

BKI.KN IS 111 Mil ICS SOUTH OK ALlil'Ql'KK-Ql'N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
I. IN 10
O!' THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
5 A ST
ANH W EST I'ltDM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
I. OS ANGEI.ES,
AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
I.immi liUSINi:.-- ?
AND IiESIiiENCE LOTS,
11" FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD so AND
STREETS, WITH Al l EYS 2n FEET WIDE,
LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
WITH HEAUTII-'UPUBLIC
AND GRAND
TREES;
OLD SHADE
$lfi,tmu: CHURCHES;
SCHOOL HOUSE.
COMMERCIAL
CLU11; A If JIT I ATION OF I.o'hi
PEOPLE: SEVERAL I A RGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS: THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
Vi BARRELS DAILY:
MILL. CAPACITY
LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
LEI EN IS THE ARC. EST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEAN'S AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT C i
v' ERC1 AL RAILROAD
CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

Layden Assistant Engineer of
Tests on Coast Lines J. W. Cain
G"ts Same Position East of
Albuquerque.
IC

All Kinds of Fresh and 8alt

o

E.

T.

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Meat Market

kxc-o?-

ON SANTA FE SYSTEM
T.

Rate $33.25 for the round trip. Tickets on sale
Aug. 10 and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with Joint
agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of 50 cents
will be charged for this extension.
For full particulars ask The Man at ticket window.

Thos. F. Keleher

jdWifaTirilfc.,

i'

fr(

March

To the SANTA FE Depot and get one
of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.

Impure blood runs yru down makes
you an easy victim for organic diseases. Burdock Blood Hitters purine's
the blood cures the caiise liiimls
you up.

ur.-'ii-

is

Right

.

CALIFORNIA ROADS ALSO.
A dispatch from
San Francisco,

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
changed.
BRUSHES.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJITY
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Second Street, between Railroad and Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc. Pal
Copper Avenue.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cae'a paid for Hides and
.
Pelts.
THIRD STREET
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE,

S

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST 1XJTS,

oroootaoctacaot
IOaotO0tCaaKXfXtOfXX

M.

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE EI3HT.

LOCAL AND

C3

PERSONAL

03

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
local rains Friday.

Fair tonight;

EVENING CITIZEN.

Mutual Life Insurance company far
losing his legs In a railroad accident
at Belen, being circulated by the com- pany a ndwriising. hns been recelv- ed here by B. F. Schwentker, general
agent for the company, and contains,
a clipping from The Evening CHzen.
This is one more point for the argu- iv.ent that The Citizen is the most
widely circulated paper In New Mex- -

Our Summer Clearance Sale

There's one matchmaker
And that s cupidity.

FALL SEASON

ON DISPLAY AND SALE
THE NEW FALL 1906

lo.

SPECIAL

Tiger Soft and Stiff Hats

SAYS

AGENT

greater

IN A DOZEN DIFFERENT STYLES, COLORS AND SHAPES.

HAT MANUFACTURED

up from I.as I.tinas.
Kred Hunlns
Horn to l roftssor and Mrs. M. F. TO THE NUMBER
OF TWENTY
Angel, last night, a girl baby.
HAVE BEEN FORCED FROM
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Annna council No. 1 will hold a
"SIX-BITCOMPANIES.
regular meeting tonight at 8 o'clock,

$400 REDUCED

WOMEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS

3.00 REDUCED
2.50 REDUCED

TO

1.95

2.00 REDUCED

TO

1.55

3.60 REDUCED
3.00 REDUCED

330 REDUCED

rmm'"--

TO
TO
TO

"

sharp,
Jcshua S. Raynolds returned to hie
city this morning from a business trip
to El Paso.
John V. Fullerton of Socorro was
among this mornings arrivals in me
territorial metropolis.
Dr. J. F. Pearce returned last night
from a brief visit to his family, who
are spending the summer In

2.25
2.85

TO
TO

THE BEST

AT THE PRICE

.

$3.15
2.65

MEN'S OXFORDS
MEN'S OXFORDS
MEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS

1906.

NINETEEN OUGHT SIX

I

of Men's, Women's and Children's low shoes commences Wednesday
mornlna, August 15. We want to dispose of every "pair before the
opening of the Fall season and have reduced the prices accordingly.
Every pair Included In this sale is from our regular stock and guar-- ',
anteed to give satisfaction.
or
sale
during
any
this
bought
pair
We will cheerfully exchange
your
purchase.
not
with
satisfied
refund the mone In case you are

16,

!

Cupid's Master.

Though Cup!.! pets the credit
For love affairs we see,

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Williams left
last night for San Bernardino, where
they will take up permanent

245

.7. K. I'rmsion.
special agent for the
Royal and ijuoen Insurance companies
with headquarters In Los Angeles, is

In the city today looking after the Interests of the company he represents.

FALL SEASON

"Our company," said Agent Urm-sto"is paying dollar for dollar In
San Francisco. So far we have paid
out over $4,0O0.niKi of a total of
In claims."
Speaking of seme of the other companies doing business In San Francisor
co who nave been "black-lifted- "
Mr. Urmston
dubbed
said:
com"So far thtre are sixty 'six-bipanies doing business in San Francisco, Vh6 are only partially settling
their just claims. Twenty companies
fiotn the
have left or been forced
state of California owing to their refusal t; pay claims, and thirty-twcompanies are paying dollar for dollar.
"We are adjusting the remainder of
our claims as rapidly as fifteen ad
justers can compile the figures.

ON DISPLAY AND SALE
THE NEW FALL 1906
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and pubAdvertiser,
lisher of the Industrial
was a pussenger for Santa Fe th.s
morning.
Judge Ira A. AblKitt, who, with his
daughter, Is visiting at Haverhill,
Mass., Is expected to return home by
.1.

" SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

H. MeCutchen, editor

Augimt 23.
Miss Katie Howell, cashier

in single and double soles,, vici, calf, velour, and patent vici leathers, lace and
button styles. The essential feature of a Hanan Shoe is that it is made to fit
the foot. Back of this is the carefully selected leather and the particular workmanship, which makes that perfect fit last as long as the shoe.

o

at the
Alvarado lunch counter, returned this
morning from an outing spent on the.
Pacific coast.
A. Wi Hayden, the contractor, has ELECTRICIAN
BROWN
returned to the city from a short rest
round
In
places
to be
the cool
taken
in the Jemez country.
KNOCKED FROM POLE
with St. Charles
Demonstrations
cream was made at the "Good Luck"
store on the Highland yesterday and TELEPHONE
IN
WIRE COMES
the day before to a large number of
CONTACT WITH LIVE TROLcustomers.
LEY ON LUMBER MILL
F. H. Kent, the real estate agent,
EXTENSION.
so
a
short
returned last night from
Kent
Mrs.
holding
coast.
a telephone wire In
journ on the pacific
While
No. 118 and 120 South Second street and Mrs. E. I,. Medler will return to his hand at the top of a thirty-fopole at the corner of Railroad avenue
the city next week.
There will be a regular communica- and Second street yesterday aftertion of Temple lodge, No. 6, Ancient noon, Will Brown, an electrician In
Free and Accepted MasonB, tonight at the employ of the Albuquerque TracMAYNARD
T. Y.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
8 o'clock.
By order of tne worthy tion company, received 500 volts of
electricity, which sent him unconmaster. J. C. Ferger, secretary.
to the ground. The force of
scious
Foreign
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
The Woman's home and
fall,
however, brought him out of
the
Presbyterian
Missionary society of the
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOScondition immediIn the church par- the
will
meet
church
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
ately on striking the ground, and he
lors at the corner of Fifili pfeet and escaped
with burns on his right hand
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
Silver avenue to morrow afternoon at
and left foot and a few bruises.
2; 30 o' clock.
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOitK FROM OUT
Brown was on the pole assisting in
us.
OF TOWN, we pay express charges one
Frank W. Hall, who left Albuquer- making a connection of the lumber
que a couple of years ago to engage In mill avtunsirtn trnllev with the Rnll- the plumbing business at VVInslow, roa(j avenue trolley, when the tele
Hkkox-Mayoar- d
Ariz., has sold his business there and phone wire accidentally came In conhas gone with his family for a rest tact with the live trollev. H. A. Ma- In southern California.
!jor, another electrician employed at
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
Charlie Hagan, who has been niht the same work, but on the ground
operator at the Western Union Tele- holding a wire guy rope, also received
80UTH 8ECOND 8TREET.
THE ARCH FRONT,
graph office for a year, has transfer- a shock, but he escaped with a few
red his affections to the Postal Tele- small burns.
graph company, accepting the repeatWe want to dispose ot our low shoes
er key at the local office of the Postal.
before ttie opening of the fan season
pulled
Chinaman
Wee Ha Look, the
and have cut their prices accordingly.
from a Pullman on train No. 22 Sun- Some have been reduced
GO.
O'Leary,
Inspector
day morning by
some a little less, 2o per cent Is aoout
while trying to slip Into the United a fair average. They are all stylish,
Cruces
States, will be taken to Las
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
up to uate goods and guaranteed to
tonight, and given a hearing by Unitgive satisfaction. Read our ad and exed States Commissioner Jones.
amine our windows. C. May's shoe
B. K. Adams, the undertaker, re store, 314 West Rai.roau avenue.
turned last evening from Auburn, Ind.,
SPECIAL SALE
where he has been the past two weeks
looking after the details of closing out
his interests there to his partner, Hoy Thursday, Friday, Saturday, at the
Cash Buyer' Union, 122 North
Dilcard. He also purchased Mr. Dil- Second Street.
gard's interests in the local establish
2 pkgs. Force
HARDWARE
2oc
ment.
2c
Tomorrow will be a red letter day Postum Cereal, pkg
'.
15c
HARNESS
for all the "kids" who visit the Gol-ue- . Cream of Wheat
2fic
Rule Dry Goods store accompa- Barrel of fresh ginger snaps
25c
SADDLES
nied by their parents. By special ar- 3 lbs. fresh Soda 3 Crackers
50c
for
rangement, Mrs. Minnie Barnes, the Package Coffee,
21c
demonstrator, will serve all young 2 Colton Tomatoes
CHINA
25c
sters with a dish of ice cream made tf 35c Mocha and Java Coffee
oc best Tea
50c
cream.
St.
Charles
GLASSWARE
60c best Tea
40c
Berna
of
Seligman,
Sigfiied
Mrs.
Biggest shoe bargains in this city.
HerMrs.
Mr.
daughter
lillo,
and
of
PLUMBING
Outing flannel Cc the yard, Fifteen
man Block, of San Francisco, and per cent off boys suits.
Small lot of
of
Bibo,
Joseph
niece of Mr. and Mrs.
sample shirt waists at half price. All
TINNING
pre
night
city,
last
Park avenue, this
goods delivered.
sented her husband with a baby girl.
WM. DOLOE, Prop.
doing
reported
Mother and child are
many
have
Selignians
nicely. The
APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
friends In Albuquerque.
CORE! TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
Victor Sais of Belen Is In the city ALGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
on business.
Mr. sals nas just ue- - ALBUQUERQUE.
livered a cafr of range horses and a
THE MAZE.
car of range mules to J. Itobb, of
Austin, Texas, at prices ranging from Jelly glasses, per doaa
40c
GO.
125 to $30 a head. The animals were
4oc
table tumDiers, pr Uz
shipped from Belen. Mr. Sals Says Hotel
.50
glasses, pr dz
and
ranges In the Oscura mounII that hla
35c to 65c
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
rable cloth, pr yd
tains are In fine condition, grass and Window shades from
15c to 75c
water being plentiful.
13x27 rugs
30c
AlKee,
The entrance of Sam Ho
Step Iaduer from 75c to
gradhigh
school
buquerque's Chinese
Wheel barrows
$4 to 17.50
uate In the fresnman class of Ann Saddle pads
..45c and 75c
THE
or
other Humps from
Arbor without examination
$1.90 to $7.50
evidence of Ills school advancement Pump points
90c and Aa
Is
nice Paint brushes from 5c to
than his high school diploma,
$1.50
schools,
compliment to the Duke City
See us for school books and school
it acknowledges the Albuquerque going needs of ail kinds.
schools to be up to a standard with
RAILROAD AVE.
THE MAZE.
any of the grade schools of the United
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
States'.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We invite
A fac simllie of the $3,000 check W ALBUQUERQUE BOWLING ALLEYS
jour trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
118 West Gold Avenue.
O. Whitney received from the Pacific
Enter the competitive high score
contest,
awarued August 20
to highest rollers.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, axe sure to bring the
right flare to all dishes Into which
they enter. This la because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.
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Vici Kid Hanan $5.50, Patent Vici $6.50
ALL ROADS LEAD TO

Simon Stern the Railroad Avenue Clothier

F. F. TROTTER

CENTRAL STATION FOR GOOD DRESSERS
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HARDWARE

one-thir-

Diamond

COLORADO PHONE 74

Shelf Hardware

Carpenter Tools
Enamelware
Agricultural Implements
MOWERS ANO RAKES
Buy Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
o

and you get the best

0000000000WKCVk

hitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

t1)

Palace

Our business
No
old-fashion-

is run on modern lines.
full-pag-

.c

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

-

One cannot believe all that's in the papers,
but you're safe to believe all you read over our
signature.

e

hot air.

We simply give you plain facts.

Sam Peck's Fine Clothing for
Young Men and Boys is now arriving. Better see it.
119

FIRST STREET

AUTOMATIC PHONE 646

HARDWARE

A Plain Talk With You

Watt Gold

115 NORTH

E. L. WASHBURN CO. 13 22

Ak

JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
BREAD and take no other.
fo-

-

A' NEW SHOW 1vERY WEEK.
Manager Davis, of the Penny Parlor, 216V4 South Second street, announces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Satur
A whole show for a
day morning.

tt3, U5, Ml

South First Sireet

40 J, 403 NorthjFlrst Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
o

i

-

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

4

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

penny.

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
ROUGH DRY,
We do it right.
Imperial
Co.

JUST KECE1VED
at the
Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice line of Imported Ooods Dl
rect from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meals and a full line of choice gro
ceries.
LOMMORI

t

MATTEUCCI.

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

FOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Office
Transactions

Guaranteed

ROSENFIELD'S,

1

18 W, R, R,.Ave,
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See Display
in
OurWindow
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Compartment

' IS
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215 West Rallroao Avenue
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